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ÀBSTRÀCT

This thesis examines the media and how it portrays prison riots in
Canada. The riots included in the study took place in Canadian Federal

Institutions during the years 1932 - 1982. The study is interested in

determining whether Hall's (1979) assessment of the media's role in the

production of news is applicable to how Canadian prison riots are

portrayed. Particularly, in trying to estabtish who the primary

definers are, and what rore they pray in the negotiation of the

consensus with regards to how prison riots are understood by the public.

The most significant conclusions concerning the portrayal of prison

riots are: 1) There is a great deal of homogeniety in the reporting of

prison riols ì 2) correctional authorities are the primary definers of

prison riots; 3) the majority of the articles fail to place the riot
into a context, either historical or within the larger merits of

incarceration; and 4) the majority of the articles fait to cite a cause

of the rioL.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Public opinion is a compound of
v¡rong feeling, right feeling,
paragraphs.

fo11y, weakness, prejudice,
obstinacy, and newspaper

-Sir Robert Peel

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Àccording to Sir Robert Peel 'newspaper paragraphs', or to bring it
into the 1980's, mass medial play an important role in creating public

opinion. What is public opinion exactly? To put it simply, it is the

values or ideas of Lhe majority of the society, (i.e. the consensus of

the common people, the general public) on a particular issue or event.

Therefore, one could paraphrase Peel, by staLing that the mass nedia

play an important role in creating the values or ideas held by the

majority of society on particular issues or events. The significance of

this statement is enhanced when one remembers that much, if not most, of

the time the media are presenting information about events which occur

outside the direct experience of the majority of the society. In Lhese

instances especially, the media represent the primary, and often the

only source of information from which the public can form an opinion.

1 For the
will be
rather
publ i c
pr i nted

purposes of
used does

it denotes
receives most
media (i.e.,

this lhesis the definition of mass nedia which
not refer to mass media in its broadest sense,
only the three media through which the general
of its daily news, namely, television, radio, and
newspapers and magazines).

-1
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Crime, Prisons and more specifically prison riots are all events

which fall outside the direct experience of the majority of the public.

They are, therefore, events for which the public relies on the media for

information. Indeed, âs noted by Ditton and Duffy (1983), the near

monopoly of the daily press as a source of crime news makes it an

important influence on public opinion on the subject of crime. The

purpose of this thesis is not to ask if the media are presenting a

biased account of prison riots or lo decide how the media shoutd be

reporting then. Rather, the questions which will be viewed as

important, and therefore will be the focus of this thesis, are how do

the nedia porLray prison riots, and what can be said concerning r+hv they

report them in this fashion?

For organizational purposes this chapter has been divided into three

general sections: The first section deals with general research on

prison riots, (looking at the historical trends and possible theories of

cau.sation); the second section deals with the media, (focusing on

research in the area of mass communications and how the media relate to

crime in general); the third section will be primarily an attenrpt to

synthesize the material and to outline a research project which will
lead to a better understanding of ho¡v the media portray prison riots.



!.? RESEARCH ON PRISON RiOTS

Before noving on to the task at hand, it is important to have a

common understanding of what constitutes a prison riot. According to

Vernon Fox ( 1 956) , historical examination reveals that prisons are

subject to at least four general types of disturbances in which the role

of violence varies significantly. The following categories should not

be seen as muLually exclusive, and one must be cautious of Fox's

psychologizing of a single motive. Prison strikes, fashioned along the

lines of Ghandi's idea of non-cooperation is the first type, and is

characterized by low levels of violence. This, Fox argues, is an

attenpt to compromise betvreen aggression against the þrison

adninistration and the desire to remain in a relatively safe position.

The second type of disturbance is self-slashings or mutilations. In

situations so oppressive that men do not dare to express hostility

outwardly, the individual or group is able to thwart the captor's

exploitation by this inward expression of hostility. The third type of

disturbance, where violence sometimes emerges, is escapes. Here,

however, inmates usual-Iy wish to avoid direct conflict with authorities

using a minimum of violence to effect their escape. The fourth and

final type of disturbance involves direct and violent aggression. In

this category one finds full-fledged riots or mutinies in which weapons

and threats are used by inmates who are in direct collective conflict

with prison authorities

F1ynn (1980) uses three criteria, which wiIl be adopted for this

thesis, to define the concept of collective violence.2 These are: 1 )

2 It should be noted lhat in keeping with the literature in the area the
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Seizure by inmates through force or violence of sone prison territory
where inmates have free access but the staff does not; 2) willful
destruction of state property; 3) the presentation of collective demands

by inmates to correctional authorities for the purpose of negotiating

some change. It is this last form of disturbance involving cotlective

violence which will be the primary focus of this thesis.3

1,2.1 The HisÈorv and the ReporÈino of Riots

it is important to realize that collective violence in prisons is not

a new or recent phenomenon. llhile logic necessitates that prisons came

first, it was not long afLer that prison riots followed. The earliest

prison riot found in the literature occured in Connecticut in 1774 (Fox,

1956). Extensive gLobal research by Fox revealed just over 240 riots

and just under 30 other instances of prison disturbances in the century

1855 -'1955. These figures are not, as Fox himself admits, comprete or

exhaustive, for not only are riots hard to locate, but many are also not

reported. This shourd not, however, be seen solely as the fault of

capricious mediai in most cases it is not to the advantage of the prison

administration to let it be known that a riot has occurred. This is

terms collective violence and
i nterchangeably.

prison riot will be used

While all of the disturbances included in the data-set were classified
as riots and contained all three criteria, characteristics of each of
the other three types of di sturbances r,¡ere also f ound i n some of the
riots. That is, the data provided evidence which indicated that in
some of the riots beginnings lay in non-violent prison strikes,
inmates used self-slashing and self-nutilation as a means of removing
themselves (temporarily) from the tension fiIled post-riot enviroment,
and there were those who used the riot as a diversion for escape.
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especiall-y true in the United States where prison policy and a warden's

tenure are often closely tied to State politics. Furthermore, the media

are often only notified of a riot when it is either very large and /or
of such intensity that information would leak out anyway (Fox., 1956).

A close examination of prison riots reveals a steady increase not

only in the freguency of occurrence, but in terms of their seriousness

with regard to size, injury and damage to property.4 The 1917 June riot
in Joliet , Illinois rras the largest riot of its day involving

approximately 1000 inmates. However, 10 years later in November, 1927

this record rvas surpassed when between 1,200 and 2,000 inmates fought

with National- Guardsmen at FoIsom Prison in CaJ.ifornia, leaving 9

inmates dead, and 31 wounded. Probabry the greatest loss of Life

occurred in ÀpriI, 1930 at the Ohio Penitentiary when guards refused to

open ce11s near (or in) the burning buildings which rioting inmates had

set ablaze. Before they were finally opened, 317 inmates were reported

to have died. In October, 1952, 1,200 men rioted at the Ohio State

Penitentiary burning I buildings and causing damage in excess of one

million dollars. In the same year, inmates in Southern Michigan created

a new high, destroying over 2.5 million dollars worth of State property

(Fox, 1955). Àttica, September, 1971 was perhaps the most publicized

prison riot ever recorded, 43 people were killed and over 80 others were

wounded by gunfire (fhe otticial Report of the New York State Soecial

commission on Àttica, 1972). The latest in the long line of record

holders is the Feburary, 1 980, riot at the New Mexico State

a One notable exception
mid-1950's until 1969.
outbreaks did decline.
has increased with each

to this steady rise is the period between the
During this time, the actual number of

However, since 1969 the violence and severity
consecutive year (flynn, 1980).
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Penitentiary, which currently remains unsurpassed in violence and

brutality. During the riot 33 inmates were kilted by other inmates, 12

of whom were first tortured and mutilated; as many as 200 inmates were

beaten and raped; at least 90 inmates were treated at hospitals for drug

overdoses and other injuries; and 7 of. the 12 hostages were beaten,

siabbed or sodomized though none were kiIled (CoIvin, 1982).

Canadian prisons have also seen this type of increase, albeit on a

lesser scale. in the period 1970 - 1975 there were 29 hostage-taking

incidents in Canadian Federal Penitentiaries, involving 68 inmates. In

the following year (976) alone there were 28 reported incidents of

hostage-takings involving 93 inmates, showing not only an increase in

frequency but also in the degree of inmate involvement (nrickey &

Kueneman , 1978),

' From this brief historical review, it should be clear that prison

riots are not a recent phenomenon, but have been a constant companion of

penal instituLions since their inception. Perhaps more disturbing is

the direct relationship that history seems to document between the

development of prisons in terms of numbers, size and cost, and the

steady increase in frequency, cost and the brutality of prison riots.s

5 with better news reporting, and other'advancements the media have made
in the area of communication, one can argue that fewer such
disturbances escape media attention. In my opinion, this does not,
however, nullify the relationship being proposed.



1.2,2 Theories of Causation

While preliminary sociological investigation has revealed certain

historical trends and common patterns within prison riots (Desroches,

1974b), it has not as yet provided a definitive statement as to their

causation. In light of the variety of proposed explanations, the

following section will discuss a number of the more popular theories.

However, before moving on it should be noted that there is a

misconception that prison riots are started by inmates who wish to use

them as a cover or diversion for their escape. while prison authorities

use this excuse to sometirnes justify the mobilization of vast amounts of

men and fire-power, the facts do not support this idea. None of the

riots described in the reviewed literature involved any attempt to

escape.6 Furthermore, as noted earlier, riots and escapes are

concepLually different types of prison disturbances.

Prison administrations and correctional authorities tend to pay

homage to the belief that it is inherent in the nature of the people

incarcerated in penal institutions to cause disturbances. Às Brickey

and Kueneman (1978) suggest, this idea is intimately linked to the

notion that alI prisoners are immature, undersocialized, represent the

worst segmenL of society, and must be strictty controlled. Therefore,

the 'bottom line' logical1y deduced or otherwise, states that riots are

lhe result of security problems stemming from either poor design or

6 Part of the confusion may lie in the fact that mass escapes, when
thwarted, fiây develop intp_hostage-takings, as for exampJ.e at
Àrchambault in 1982. Although obviously a prison disturbance, this
situation should not be considered a riot simply because hostages are
involved. Our definition is not that simpfis-tiã. Furthermore, one
should remember lhat this was an atypical situation, from which
general izalíons on cause should not be drawn.
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improper execution of procedure. Henry Propp, the chief of security for

the Canadian Penitentiary Services stated in a 1975 cl-osed-door meeting

that the major cause in 50% of the cases was staff related; another 40%

rvas caused by administrative failure; while in the final 1Oeo, through no

fault of anyone, the inmates had simply managed to overcome or

circumvent the established methods of control.7 In summary then, prison

riots are viewed simply as breakdowns by staff and adrninistrative

personnel in the safe handling and management of a dangerous and violent

breed of people.

One of the initial attempts to move avray from a focus on the

psychological make-up of the inmate to a more systemic explanation of

riots has come to be known as the 'powder keg theory'. Briefly, this

theory contends that the unfortunate conditions in prison, such as

prison size, overcrowding, excessive idleness, poor segregation, and

insufficient personnel who are undertrained and underpaid, are the keys

to understanding prison riots. It assunes that these factors combing to

create frustration, stress, tension and general unrest amongst the

inmate population which eventually explodes into a riot. UsualIy, the

explosion is seen to be triggered by a 'spark' such as bad food, or

rumour of a beating. In essence, this theory requires two elements to

explain prison riots; "a foundation of dissatisfaction and an incident

that sparks dissatisfaction into rebellion" (Desroches, 1974b:341 ).

Taken from an interview on W5, February 13,
Brickey and Kuenenan, 1978,

1977, which is cited by
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Another dominant theory, especialy among those who are interested in

prison reform, states that inmates initiate riots because they have

certain demands or grievances they wish to make public. Proponents of

this theory tend to argue that current patterns in prison nanagement

tend to make this type of behavior one of the few successful means of

airing grievances available to the inmate population (nrickey &

Kueneman, 1978). There seems to be some evidence to support this

theory. First of all, when a riot occurs it is common for prisoners to

present a list of grievances, and to begin negotiating for concessions

and reforms. Às well, frequently the inmates will demand publicity,

both for their situation and the demands. At times during the

negotiations inmates have demanded press conferences, as they did at

Kingston; at Attica, inmates used a group of outside individuals known

collectively as the 'observers'. The involvement of the public can be

seen as serving tr+o purposes for the inmates: 1) Lhey want the st.rength

and support of public opinion to gain reforms; and 2) public awareness

acts as an insurance pol icy against an internal admini strative

after-the-fact coverup or a denial of negotiated concessions.

Using a conflict perspective, Brickey and Kueneman (1978) attack the

problem of causation from a slightly different angle. They stilI see

riots as a form of inmate protest, however, they focus on the idea of

the inmates' perceived legitimacy of the authorities. They argue that

to a large ext,ent inmates vlithhold legitimacy from those in power: "From

the standpoint of the subordinate inmate those in power do not have the

'right' to make decisions affecting the subordinates' lives" (Brickey a

Kueneman, 1978¡161). This precondition, together with a situation where
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there are no other effêctive means of redressing grievances combine to

create a situation where riots are more like1y to occur. Riots

therefore, are primarily to be seen as insurrections against the power

of the staff and adiminstration, a polrer which inmates view as both

illegitimate and unjust.

Some sociologists have attempted to explain riots by Looking at the

relationships inmates have both with each other and with the staff.

Gresham Sykes ( 1 956) , Hartung and Flock ( 1 955) , and Richard Cloward

(1969) (as noted in Desroches, 1g'74b) have all developed very similiar

positions. Their theories are based on the perceived existence of an

informal inniate society or social structure, which functions either

semi-officially or unofficiaJ.ly depending on whose theory one uses.

vrithin this social structure, certain inmates become leaders and an

elite group is formed which exerts a degree of control over the others.

The most blatant example of this can be found in Àrkansas, where the

inmate elite are called 'trusties' and are armed and used as guards

(Murton, 1972). Riots occur, according to this theory, when the inmate

social order is disrupted or threatened with disruption. This can occur

when a nerv administration takes over and attempts to disregard the

existing porver structure, or if the ol-d administration attempts to

'tighten up' by reducing the system of illicit privileges and

preferential treatment (Desroches, 1974b). insurrection may also occur

when inmates try to join the elite but find their way blocked, at which

point they may become violent and rebellious (Colvin , 1982).

In summary, research into the area of prison riots has revealed

number of points: 1 ) Prison riots are not a ner+ phenomenon, they have

a

a
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long history and are intimately related to the development of prisons in

the criminal justice system. 2) Prison administration and correctional

authorities prefer to explain prison riots from a psychological

perspective, viewing inmates in general as being undersocialized and

predisposed to violent outbursts. 3) Socio)-ogical investigation has

realized the historical relationship between prisons and prison riots

and therefore focused on systemic explanations positing three imporlant

determinants:

i) those in power lack legitimacy in the eyes of the prisoners;

ii) the physical and social conditions which produce strain or tension;

and

iii) a lack of effective alternatives for redressing grievances.

Given the diversity of the dominant

which needs to be asked is, do the media

into account the competing explanations

one explanation, and if so why? To

requires that one looks at how the media

causal theories, the question

in their coverage of riots take

or do they continually favour

try and answer this question

operate and report news.

1.3 MÀSS I.IEDIÀ

Before focusing on the rore the media pl-ay in the reporting of prison

riots, it is important to have some understanding of mass media in

general; their role in providing information; their methods of reporting

news; and crime as a special type of news.
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1.3.1 Early Research on ldass lleilia

The early research into the area of mass media came about in response

to a number of related pressures: 1) The operating needs of the new

media i 2) the special interests of goverments, advertisers and would-be

propagandists; 3) the natural pubJ.ic curiousity about the new media and

the more narcissistic interests of those involved in operating the mass

media (Mcquai1, 1959). Pioneering the work in the area were four men,

PauI Lazarfeld, Kurt Lewin, Haro1d Lasswell, and Carl Hov1and, (Schramm,

1963) each of whom influenced a particular trend in communication

research. Lazarsfeld's interests lay in the audiences and the effects

of mass communications, using audience measurenents to study not only

the medium but the audience itself. Lewin's centrâl interest was the

communication in groups, and the effect of group pressures, group norms,

and group roles on the behavior and attitudes of their members.

tasswell's focus was in the area of propaganda, in the larger systemic

examination of communication in nations and societies, and in the study

of political communicators. Hovland's interest r+as primarily in the

area of communication and attitude change (Schramm, 1963). While these

four strands of influence are still noticeable in communication

research, they have tended to merge.

1.3.2 Media and News

One of the oldest adages of journalism states: The news columns

belong to the reader; the editorial columns bel-ong to the editor (Rivers

& Schramm, 1969). I,¡hat this means is that the public should be able Èo
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demand that news is as fair and inrpartial as human judgement can make

it, and that editorializing and interpreting of the news should be

reserved for the editorial and syndicated columns. If, as was stated in

the introduction, most of the time the media are presenting information

about events which occur outside the direct experience of the majority

of the general public, then the degree to which this adage is followed

has important implications for how accurately informed public opinion

is, not only ín terms of how events are reported, but whether they get

reported at all. tet us look at the latter of the two concerns first.

One of the first studies to investigate how information noves through

the network and eventually becomes news vlas conducted by Kurt Lewin.

coining the term'gatekeeper', he stated that the passage of an item of

information through the communication network was dependent on certain

areas within these channels which functioned as 'gates'. These gate

sections are governed either by impartial rulers or by 'gatekeepers'.

In the latter case, an individuar or group is in a position of power for

making the decision whether the information continues along the network,

and ultimately, whether or not it becomes ner,¡s (white, 1964), The term

gatekeeper does not refer to any one particular position in the media,

it is more a role which operates at a number of different level-s.

Reporters, those individuals who put stories on the wire service, the

different section editors, and the general editors all function as

gatekeepers when they use their discretion t.o determine what and how

different sLories get reported to the public. Gieber ,1964) and white

(1964) in their studies of gatekeepers have found the individuals'

subjective values and biases do affect their judgements as to which
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infornation gets used. Perhaps more revealing was Gieber's observation

that gatekeepers at all levels saw themselves as employees of a ner+s

gathering bureaucracy where "any communication reaching the public had

to be cleaned of any information that might upset the community

consensus. À11 communications had to enhance the consensus" (Gieber,

19642179). The consensus referred to here is an ideological consensus

which nay operate at either the local, national or international level

depending upon the frame of reference of the story. Chomsky and

Herman's (19'79) rne Political Economv of Human Riqhts: volumes ! !. Ii
provide well-documented evidence of how the media, through suppression

of information and self-censorship, report back to the United States

about Àmerican sateLlite countries so as to uphold western ideology and

the consensus of Àmerican neutrality and goodness. They conclude:

Mass media everywhere tend to serve the important interests
that dominate the state and suppress facts so as to convey the
inpression that national policy is well-intentioned andjustified.

(Chomsky & Hernan, 1979223),

Despite the importance of gatekeepers and media self-censorship in

the production of news, the media cannot have any influence over

information they do not have. Governments at all tevels are social

institutions which produce and process important information; however,

much of this information is kept secret, especially at the national

leveI. Rivers and Schramm (1969) argue that there is nothing novel

about the idea of the government controlLing the news by witholding

information. The debate has long existed between the media and

government. The government feels it must keep from the press,

such transactions as relate to military operations or affairs
of consequence, the immediate pronulgation of which might
defeat lhe interests of the community. The press must prevent
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officials from covering with the veil of secrecy the common
routine of business, for the liberties of the people werer or
never will be, secure when the transactions of their rulers
may be concealed from them.

(nivers & Schramrn, 1969223).

Not unlike the gatekeeper's concern for consensus, the key question one

needs to ask here is what or which affairs might "defeat the interests

of the community"? In summary, whether information ever becomes news

(i.e., becomes reported) depends not only on the media's awareness

thereof, but the perceived impact it will have on the desired

ideological consensus.

How the media present news is just as important as what gets

reported. In their reporting of the news, the media often also offer

interpretations of how to understand these events. At times this is
done overtly, as when'experts'gather prior to a politician's speech to

telI the public what they should expect lo hear, and again after the

speech to inform them of what in fact the politician said. However,

most of the t\me the process is much more subtle, through the choice of

headlines, the'experts' they choose to quote, the focus (ang1e) of the

story, the use of pictures, etc. Eleanor Maclean in her work Between

The Lines (1981), has argued that the media use numerous techniques to

bias the presentation of information. The techniques fa11 into four

general categories: Faulty construction (i.e., illogical or unsound ways

of arguing); intentional distortions; cheap gadgetry; and abuses of

language. Therefore, she concludes, to detect bias in the media, and

particularly news, one needs to analyse four areas: 1) The mode of

analysis used (i.e., the language used and rationality of the argument);

2) the context in which the story is placed (i.e., is it part of a
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larger group of stories on a particular event; if not, what type of

stories surround it); 3) its form (i.e., do they use color, pictures,

statistics, âs well as the length or degree of coverage); and 4) tne

overall content (i.e., how the presentation of the message combines with

form, context and interpretation to create the desired impression).

One can then see, as HalI stales:

The media thus help to reproduce and sustain the definitions
of the situation which favour the powerful, not only by
actively recruiting the powerful in the initial stages where
topics are structured, but by favouring certain ways of
setting up topics, and maintaining strategic areas of silence.
Many of these structured forms of communication are so common,
so natural, so taken for granted, so deeply embedded in the
very cornmunication forms which are empl-oyed, that they are
hardly visible at all¡ âs ideol"ogical constructs, unless we
deliberately set out to ask, 'I^fhat, other than what has been
said about this topic could be said?' 'Why do the questions -
which always presuppose answers of a particular kind - so
often reoccur in this form?' 'I,ihy do other questions never
appear?' (Emphasis in original)

(uatt , 1978: 65 ) .

This is not to imply that the media simply create the news, nor that

they simply transmit the ideology of the powerful in a conspiratorial

fashion. Rather, as Lhe primary source of information about particular

events, they command the passage between those who are 'in the know' and

the ignorance of the general public. Then, as HaIl has also suggested:

In a critical sense, the media are frequently not the primary
def iners of news events at all; but their structured
relationship to power has the effect of making them play a
crucial but secondary role in reproducinq the definitions of
those who have privileged access, as of right, to the media as
'accredited sources'. (Emphasis in original)

(gatl , 1978:59).
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1.3.3 Crime ag News

Hall's concepLs of primary and secondary definers is particularly

helpful in anal-yzing how the media report crime. To begin with, despite

the media's role in helping to shape public opinion, they do not

institute the laws. secondly, unlike the 'eye-witness' reports one gets

from war correspondents, news about crime rarely involves first-hand

accounts of the crime itself.8

Furthermore, HaII's concepts of primary and secondary definers can be

seen at work both at a micro and a macro-level. Àt the micro-Ievel,

they reflect the day to day working relationship between the media and

the police. While the media could theoretically use perpeLrators of

crime as a source of information, news workers rarel-y learn of crines

directly from offenders. The primary source of information is law

enforcment agencies (Fishman, 1978). More specifically, the journalists

typically learn of local crimes either through the 'porice wire' or

through the police radios. The 'police wire' is a teletype system

whereby the police can issue a daily sumnary of the crinminal activity
in the area to the media. In this r{ay, the police act as the primary

I this is not to imply that war news is any more accurate or less biased
than other news: '1) Most of what the media report about the front is
taken from briefings where military personnel inforn the media as to
the 'actual' situation. 2) Most of the more sensitive material which
is given to and reported by the media is in a code referred to as
'newspeak' (Maclean, 1981). This is a language that distorts,
confuses or attempts to make an issue or event more palatable. For
example, if someone has lied it is referred to as having 'misspoke';
issuing an operative statement infers that anything and everything
said before should be disregarded and considered as false; bombing
becomes known as accelerated pacification or air support; kirling
becomes neutralizing; and payment Lo the family of a civilian killed
by mistake is known as a condolence award. 3 ) rire media's
self-censorship ensures that the information reported does not
seriously threaten the ideological consensus.
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definers of criminal news, specifying not only which types of crimes

come to the media's attention and thereby forcing the media into a

secondary role of reproducing these definitions, but also by controlling

the amount of detail the media receive.

Àt a nore macro-level, this has implications for the understanding of

crime waves and law-and-order campaigns. Both Becker (1963) and

Dickerson (1968) (as noted in Taylor, 1982), using the Marijuana Tax

Act, illustrate how the Federal Bureau of Narcotics defined not only the

problem but also Lhe extent thereof, and used the media Lo generate and

move public opinion in a direction which was in the Bureau's best

interest. Às the primary definers the organization attempted to

persuade the public that they were facing a major drug problem and that

they, the Bureau, rvere the ones to handle this threat to America. They

were able, through a large scaLe publicity campaign, to touch on the

nerve centers of Àmerican morality and culture (Taylor , 1982). Through

newspaper articles, advertisements and films they were able to convince

the public that the drug would reduce an individual's capacity for

self-control and that it was taken not to aid work or reduce pain, but

to achieve states of ecstasy. Due to its position of authority, the

Bureau was able to define the situation in such a fashion that the

media, in reproducing these definitions, served the Bureau's interests.

It would be a mistake however, to view Lhe prominence of the primary

definers in the reporting of crime as exclusively a function of their

especially auLhoritative status. It also has to do, as Hal1 states,

with the fact that crime is less open than most public issues to

competing and alternative def initions.
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A police statement on crime is rarely'balanced' by one from a
professional criminal, though the latter probably possess more
expertise on crime. But as an opposition , ctiminals are
neither 'legitimate' nor organized. By virtue of being
criminals, they have forfeited the right to take part in the
negotiation of consensus about crime. In the absence of an
alternative definition powerfully and articulately proposed,
the scope of any reinterpretation of crime by the public as an
issue of public concern is extremely limited.

(Hatt , 1978:69).

PRISON RIOTS IN THE NEWS

Social scientists for the most part have not explored the

relationship between mass media and prisons, more specifically prison

1.4

riots. In

Jacobs and

public is

1983:114) , questions which are of

second problem with this study

information is being presented it

the only study found focusing on the media and prison news,

Brooks (1983) set out to test two assumptions: 1) That the

thoroughly ignorant of what goes on inside prisons; and 2)

that the only kind of information- which comes to the public's attention

concerns riots and other sordid violence. Their anaLysis of prison news

coverage in the media for a single year f976) in the New York area,

showed these assumptions to be false. Prisons', as compared to the

coverage given mental health, welfare and nursing hones did not appear

to be slighted, neither did lhere appear to be a singular focus on riots

and violence. Unfortunately their study said nothing as to "whether

prison news is objective, accurate, and comprehensive" (Jacobs & Brooks,

particular interest to this thesis. À

is the assumption that because the

is also being read and digested by the

public. Third, one should be aware that their sample included the New

York Times, a newspaper which has an excellent and somewhat atypical
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history of doing indepth investigative journalism. Fina11y, the study

did not address the importance of the relationship between the media and

the primary definers ( i.e. , in this case, the correctional authorities).

1.5 CONCTUSION ÀND STÀTEI.IENT OF PROBTEM

Returning now to the question raised earlier in the thesis, of

whether the media in their coverage of riots take into account the

competing explanations or continually favour one explanation, and if so

why? If one accepts as accurate HalI's assessment of the media's role

there should be a great deal of homogeneity in the reporting of prison

riots. Briefly restated, Hall's argument is that the media play the

role of secondary definers who reproduce the definitions of the primary

definers. Therefore, the media should portray prison riots in a fashion

consistent with the definition of the correctional authorities. That

is, the media will tend to adopt and present information to the public

which is consistent with and augments the definition r+hich the

correctional authorities have of the event. Since the correctional

authorities are defining the event, expectations are that the media will
present the view that the riots were primarily the inmates' fault. More

specificalLy, reporting would be expected to focus on the damage done,

and Lhe irrational and subhunan nature of the inmates as the primary

cause. It would also be consistent with this type of definition to

downplay any violence perpetrated by the guards against the inmates once

the prison has been retaken, since the;Lnmates are already viewed as

animals which need to be caged. Finally, if the reporting of riots



tends to focus on the inmates and their

would not be any need to place the riot
for example, reporting the events leading

riot in the Larger context of the merits

of this thesis therfore, is to test Hall'

Canadian media and how they report prison

under-soc ia1 i zed

in an historical

up to the riot),
of incarcerat ion.

s argument as it
riots.
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nature, there

context , ( by,

or place the

The purpose

applies to the



z,! INTRODUCTION

Às was illustrated

considerable research

mass media, there has

The problem then is

exploratory in terms

prison riots, but also

generated f rom Ha11' s

the news to be tested.

Chapler II
IETHODOIOGY

in the previous chapter, while thdre has been

and writing in both the areas of prison riots and

not been a significant merging of the two areas.

to develop a research design which is both

of gathering information on how the media report

focused enough that it allows specific hypotheses

thesis on the media's role in the production of

To aid in the focusing of the research it is important to understand

how the media, in their role as secondary definers, present infornation

to the public which is consistent with the definition which the primary

definers have of the riot. The media tend to accomplish this in a

number of ways (Maclean, 1981): 1) Through the use of bold and directive

headlines the media can capture the audience's attention with statements

or ideas which are only peripheratly related to the facts of the story.

Headlines which emphasize the sensationalistic elenents of riots, such

as the inmates'violence and the destruction of state property, or which

psychologize motives (as in 'INMATES GONE WItD"), all serve to discredit

the inmates and the riot as a form of protest. They portray the inmates

-22-
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as a rvild bunch of animals that need to be caged up. 2) The media also

use picturess which focus on the damage the inmates have done. The

pictures either focus on individuals who are injured in the riot or on

State property which has been damaged. while both may be offensive to

the audience, the latter may also arouse anger since it is primarily tax

dollars which paid for the institution, and which will be used to repair

and repl-ace the damaged property. 3) nue to the fact that the riots

occur in a closed institution which is highly security orientated, the

media do not have free access to .interview whom it wishes. The

correctional authorities control who the media are allowed to interview,

not only in the obvious sense of whether they are allowed to talk to
inmates (typically they are not), but which staff are allowed to make

'official' statenents. 4) In conjunction with the headlines and

pictures, the media also tend to focus or highlight any and arl

incidents of violence which occur during the riot in the body of the

article. Frequent references to damage or sordid violence all serve to

portray the inmate as l-ess than human. 5) Correctional authorities also

give other information to the media which helps to characterize the

inmate as a habituatly bad and incurable criminal. In this vein, one

will sometimes see information such as an inmate's prior record

(especially if it includes a violent offense), information which is

unrelated to the riot, but serves to stigmatize the inmate in the

public's eye. 6) Due Lo the nature of how the media report most events,

prison riots are not typically placed in any historical context. WhiIe

e To add to the impact these
important, they may appear in
thesis is using micro-film
distinction which will not be

pictures have, and to denote lhem as
the paper in co1or. However, since this

as its nain source of data, this is a
made.
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this is a problem with media everywhere, it is particularly so in Canada

where investigative journalism has not been as widely developed. 7)

Related to the last point, one does not find that the media tend to

question the l-arger system. in their role as secondary definers they

appear to be content with reproducing the defintions of the correctional

authorities; definitions which do not even challange the status quo in

terms of prison reform, let alone address the issue of prison abolition.

2,2 HYPOTHESES

Às stated earlier, while this project is primarily exptoratory, the

study also proposes to test some specific hypoLheses. In trying to

apply HaII's argument to canadian media and how they portray prison

riots to the Canadian public, this research project will be testing two

hypotheses:

Ha: #1
In the reporting of Canadian prison riots, the media will portray riots
in a homogeneous fashion in terms of the causation and natuie theieof.

In tesLing this hypothesis the concept 'homogeneity' wilr be

operationalized using four indicators: The first indicator is the

frequency with which certain stated causes appear, (i.e., will the

reported causes primarily focus on the inmates' nature rather than

systemic causes). The second indicator is the degree to which Lhe

violence which guards direct towards the inmates once the prison is
retaken, is reported. The third indicator is the degree to which Lhe

riot is placed into some sort of context, whether this be a) tristorical,
(i.e., information about events direclly leading up to the riot) or b)
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for Lhe purpose of understanding communication processes or for

discerning information about the originators of the communication

(nabbie, 1975, see also Budd, 1967). "what content analysis as such

does is to provide a more or less precise description of the content in

terms meaningful for the problem at hand" (Berelson, 1954:516). There

is general agreement that in doing content analysis three essenLial

requirements must be met: '1) One must have objectivity (i.e., each step

nust be carried out on the basis of explicitly formulated rules and

procedures); 2) one must be specific (i.e., the inclusion or exclusion

of content must be done according Lo consistenly applied rules); and 3)

one must have generality (i.e.,

theoretical relevance).

one' s f indings must have some

Like most methodologies, content analysis has both advantages and

disadvantages. One of the advantages of content anaLysis is that it is

unobtrusive and non-reactive. That is, the content analyst seldom has

any effect on that which s/he is studying (sabbie , 1975), something

which cannot be said for all research methods. À second advantage is

that it is economical. As long as one has access to the material to be

coded, Do large research staff or special equipment is required. À

further strength is that content analysis allows one to make comparisons

over time. Through the use of historical artifacts content analysis

allows one to make comparisons between different time periods. FinaIly,

content analysis also has a built-in safety feature; because it is

unobtrusive, economical and deals with recorded artifacts, errors can

often be remedied either by redoing only a portion of the study or

recoding some of the data. Errors in other forms of research can often
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be remedied on).y at great expense in terms of time and resources.

Unfortunately, content analysis also has its disadvantages, one of which

is that it is restricted to recorded artifacts. But the major probl-em

is one of validity. "One may have difficulty developing counting and

coding methods that represent Ione's] theoretical concepts" (Babbie,

19752234).

section.

This problem wil-l be discussed more fully in a later

Sampling procedures in content analysis are no different than in any

other research method. Standard sampling techniques such as random,

systematic, stratified and cluster samples are equally appropriate for

content analysis. However, despite the accepted superiority of

probability sampling methods, in setting up this research project there

has been a conscious choice to use a purposive sample both in setting

the boundaries of the study and in choosing the units of anal-ysis.

To begin with, this research will focus only on one medium of mass

communication, namely the printed press. This is being done for both

methodological and pragmatic reasons. First of all, if any of the three

possible media will have more indepth coverage it is rikely to be the

press since it is not as limited in terms of time as are radio and

television. Secondly, t,he prinLed media tend to be one of the sources

lelevision and radio use Lo select the news events they report.

Thirdly, in terms of doing any historical analysis the printed media are

easier to get access to and to deal with. Finally, there is also a

minimal expense in retrieving the information, and in methods required

for its analysis.
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Having chosen to work with the printed press, further specification

is required since within Canada the totaL amount of print would be

overwherming. Therefore, the focus witl be primarily on daily

nenspapers with the inclusion of a national magazine. The sample itself
will include 12 newspapers, 2 f.ron each of the 6 provinces which have

Federal correctional Institutions, 10 where riots occurred and one

national magazine. The newspapers will be chosen primarily on the basis

of the highest circulation figures, with an attempt to ensure that they

cover the time parameters of the study. Macleans has been chosen as the

national magazine for several- reasons: 1) Its wide circulation; 2) the

fact that it has been in publication throughout the time period of the

study; and 3) because it is available to be analyzed.

The next step involves defining the project's boundaries both in
terms of the historical period it wil-l cover and the number of incidents

it will include. The problem of selecting an appropriate time frame for

the project involves seqeral issues: 1) The time frame must be long

enough to allow for any change to occur ¡ 2) it must be long enough to

include sufficient incidenLs so that one can make comparisons between

incidents, as well as, generalizations from incidents; and 3) it must be

short enough that the project remains'doable' in a reasonable period of

time. Having weighed these concerns in conjunction with the information

the Correctional Services of Canada (C.S.C. ) has provided on the number

and frequency of prison riots, a sample period of fifty years, 1932 -

1982, has been chosen for this project. During this period, c.s.c.

1 o As of 1978 there were no Federal
I s1and, Newfoundland, the yukon
(criif irhs et.a1, '1980:205).

Institutions in Prince Edward
and !he Northwest Territories
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records indicate a total of 54 major disturbances (see Appendix À). The

problem now becomes one of identification, which of the incidents are

riots (as previously defined) and which are some other forrn of

disturbance. For as Cathy J. Gillis (Research Àssistant, Strategic

Planning cornnittee, c.s.c. ) has stated, ". .. in the last decade the term

'major disturbance' has been used sometimes interchangeably with the

word 'riot' . ITherefore] , the actual number of 'riots' is then

difficult to determine" (taken from a footnote in Àppendix À). of the

54 incidents listed c.s.c. designated 25 of. them as'riots' and 10 of

them as 'mini riots'. Further information gleaned from C.S.C. security

branch information sheets (also gained through Ms. c. J. GiIIis) has

helped to l-ocate one additional riot not listed in Àppendix A, which

occurred November 20, 197'l aL the MiLlhaven institution. This then

brings the number of riots to 26. Since this number of riots is of a

nanageable size the research will cover the entire population in the

study rather than some sample thereof.

In doing content analysis, as with other forms of research, one tries

to incorporate as much retiabirity, validity and precision into the

research design as possible. Despite the fact that these three criteria
are intimately related within Lhe design, it is important to give each

of them independent consideration. Reliability is that quality of a

measurement method which gives cofidence that the same data would have

been collected each time in repeated observations of the same phenomenon

(labbie, 1975). In reference to content analysis, reliability is a

function of the coder's ski1l, the clarity of categories, the rules

which govern their use and the degree of ambiguity in lhe data (Holsti,
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1969). intercoder reliability is not sornething which shouLd pose any

problem, as the researcher will be doing all the coding himself. Having

one person do alL the coding, however, presents problems in checking

category reliability. since it will not be possible to compare

different coders' use of the classificatory scheme, it will be important

to pay particular attention in formulating the categories so that it is

clear in which category the evidence belongs. To enhance the projects'

reliability three steps will be taken: 1) À test-retest procedure will
be conducted where the first several articles will be redone after the

last articles have been codedî 2) a graduate student trained in the use

of the cl-assificatory scheme will be asked to regather information from

several articles which will allow a check on Lhe intercoltector

reliabiLity; and 3) a student trained in using the coding scheme will be

asked to code several articles which will allow a check on intercoder

reI iabi 1 i ty .

validity is a descriptive term used to describe a measure that

accurately reflects the concept that it is intended to measure (Aabbie,

1975). in content analysis the ability to make valid inferences is

either enhanced or diminished by the choice of categories and content

units. As Tukey (1962) stated: "Far better an approximate answer to the

riqht question, which is vague, than an exact answer Lo the wrong

guestion, which can always be made precise.. . " (emphases in original)
(Holsti, 1969.12). Content analysis relies heavily on content (or face)

varildity, and is established through the informed judgement of the

researcher (Ho1sti, 1969). This is lo say that the categories must be

logicalIy deduced and related to the information which is to be



gaLhered. Further, when operational-izing

be able to clearly see the logical relation

be made.

needs, further precision would be

validity and reliabilty, precision
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categories one must also

the inferences which will

waste of resources. Às with

content analysis is a direct

the

to

Precision is the last of the three criteria, but rhis in no way

reflects a lack of importance. Precision is that quality of measurement

which refers to how accuratery one is going to count, (i.e., the degree

of gradation used in setting up the categories). In research common

sense would indicate that precise measurements are superior to those

which are imprec i se. However, di f ferent research goars requi re

different levels of precision. For example, hypothetically in research

conducted on hair color it may be sufficient to classify respondents'

hair color as either blond or other. If this fulfills the researchers'

a

in

functi.on of the categories. Therefore, in setting up categories it is

important to know the degree of precision needed to reach the desired

conclusions. While one does not want to waste resources being overly

precise, if the level of precession needed is not clear it is advisable

to strive for greater precision; iL is always possible to collapse

categories later.

In setting up the categories, they "should reflect the purposes of

the research, be exhaustive, be mutually exclusive, independent, and be

derived fron a sinole classification principle " (emphases in original)
(Holsti, 1969, p.95). These are criteria which are common to most

classificatory schemes in the social sciences. Àccording to HoIsti

(1969), the most important requirenent is thal the categories adequately
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reflect the purposes of the research. The purpose of this research is

to determine how the media report prison riots; more specifically, do

HalI's concepts of primary and secondary definers adeguately explain how

they are reported? Às such, the research is primarily descriptive and

hence the categories are broad. They are geared toward providing

information relevant to the testing of the hypotheses. They are

exhaustive, mutuaJ.ly exclusive and independent (in that the assignment

of one datum into a category in no way affects the classification of

others). FurLhermore, conceptually different l-evels of analysis will be

kept separate, satisfying the single classificatory principle.

2.3,1 Cateoories

In setting up the categories for this project a choice has

to use some of the spacial-time measures traditional to

analysis aJ.ong with thematic, ,our." unà word anai-ysis.

organizational aid the categories have been grouped under four

1) Information provided; 2) Message; 3) Sources; and 4) r,orm.

been made

neI{'Spaper

Às an

headi ngs :

Under the first heading ( information provided) there are six

categories which are designed to determine what information is provided

in the article(s). The first category is concerned with whether the

articte(s) answers the four w's (who, what, where, and when). I.tith this

information one will be able to determine if any patterns exist in the

nonreporting of information. The second category is the fifth ti (why).

Here the interest is in the stated causes of the riot. Furthermore, it
will also be important Lo record if any alternative explanations are

discussed and how they are treated. The third caLegory consisls of
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recording the presence or absence of information which places the riot
into some larger context, either in terms of events directLy leading up

to the rîot and/or the larger problem of prison disturbances in general.

The fourth category will record the presence or absence of information

on whether the guards have retaliated against the inmates once the

prison has been retaken. The fifth category is concerned with whether

or not there are other related articles, such as human interest stories,

and how they portray the riot and its effects. The sixth category will
record whether the article reports the demands, views andrlor

interpretation(s) of the inmates.

Under the second headíng (message) there are three categories which

focus on the message of the article(s). The first category here deals

with the slant (angle) of the story (i.e., what aspect is being ptayed

up in the article). The second category wil} try to determine what the

implicit reasoning of the article is. Is it a) rational, (i.e., is it
logical, conscious and well defined) or b) non-rational, (i.e., is it
based on feelings, intuition, wonder, repugnance and therefore, elusive

and difficult to identify). The third category will code any devices,

such as gadgetry, distortions abuses of language, etc. which serve to

enhance or detract from individuals or events.

Under the third heading (sources) there are four categories which

focus on the sources of the story and those quoted within. The first
category deals with who is the source, not onty in the sense of who

wrote the story, but how did s/he get the information. The second

category rvill code r.rho is quoted (name, position, titiu). The third

category will record lhe nature of the quote and how it is used. The



final category will record any devices or qualifiers attached

quote which detracts fron or enhances it, or the speaker.
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to the

Under the finaL heading (form) there are three categories designed to

assess the article(s). form. The first category will record the nature

of the headline (i.e., its slant or angle). A second will record how it
compares to the other headlines, in terms of size of print and location.

The third category will code the presence or absence of pictures from

the riot. If they are present the following information will also be

recorded: i ) r.lhat do they depict; ii ) are there leading captions; and

iii) what is the percentage relation to article spacell (Cohen & Young,

1973).

2,3,2 Ànalysis

The question now becomes one of relating the information gleaned from

the categories to the hypotheses. The first hypothesis deals with

whether or not the Canadian media report prison riots in a homogeneous

fashion. As stated earlier, four indicators will be used to determine

this: 1) the frequency of reported explanations; 2) whether the guards'

retaliation is reported; 3) whether the riot is placed in some sort of

context; and 4) the overall slant or angle of the story. Information

for these indicators will come from the different categories.

Information for the first indicator will be gained through the caLegory

recording the stated causes. information for the second and third

1 1 It should be not-ed that
realize that once one has
change or add categories.
the final categories may
been described.

in doing content analysis one needs to
begun coding the data one must sometimes
For this reason it is quite possible that

Iook slighly different than what has just
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indicators will come from categories set up to record either the

presence or absence of that particular information. Information for the

final indicator will come from categories recording the implicit

reasoning of the article, headlines, are the inmates quoted and the

nature of the quotes, are the demands printed, how does the paper use

photographs, and the focus of the story.

The second hypothesis focuses on the concept of primary definers,

predicLing that the correctional authorities will for the most part act

as the primary definers of the event. Conclusions concerning the

accuracy of this hypothesis will be based on the indicators mentioned

earlier, namely: The frequency with which different types of individuals

are quoted; how quotes are used withín the story; and the correlation

between reported causes and the correctional- authorities' position.

Conclusions concerning the first indicator will be based on information

from the categories which record Lhe frequency and nature of the quotes

within the story. In reference to the second indicator, categories have

aLso been set up to collect information on how quoLes are used within

articles, paying particular attention to the prominence they receive, as

well as any attempts to enhance or detract from them, or the speaker.

The final indicator involves comparing the degree to which the reported

causes of the riot correspond to the position the correctional

authorities have of the riot.



Chapter III
PRESENTATION OF DÀTÀ

3..1 GENERÀL INFoRIÍATIoN

In the initial stages of data collection several discoveries vrere

made which altered the size and shape of the pr.oject. First of all,
four of the incidents which were to be investigated were dropped from

the list of twenty-six, bringing.the number of riots to be investigated

to twenty-two. The initial disturbance to be deleted (Stony Mountain

Penitentiary,1932), was not included because it failed to meet the

requirements set out in Chapter f. it turned out to be a relatively

small disturbance involving the attack of two innates on two guards

while they were in the yard. The other three incidents (St. Vincent de

Paul, 1956, Kingston Penitentiary, 1967, and Prince Àl-bert Penitentiary,

1973) were eventualty dropped after an extensive search was unable to

turn up any coverage in the designated newspapers. While few details

are known of the earlier two disturbances, this does not appry to the

1973, Prince Àlbert riot. information gained through the C.S.C. clearly

shows that a riot did occur, and involved approximately 200 inmates in

the 'À'-landing and centrar dome area, lasting for several hours.

Therefore, while size may have played a rol-e in the non-reporting of the

former two, it would not explain why the latter riot was not covered.

One possibre expranation, though mereJ.y conjectural, is that the

correctional authorities were able to keep the news of the riot from

-36-
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leaking out to the rnedia. This explanation gains credence when one

realizes that The Regina Leader Post, one of the papers involved in the

study, ran two articles on successive days following the riot, one

praising the educational facilities at the prison which allowed guards

and inmates to take courses together, and the other outlining the novel

attempt at Prince Àlbert to serve convict,s their food cafeteria-styJ.e.

One can only presume that if the editor had knowledge of the 200-man

riot at the same instituLion, it would have been at least as likely to
have received coverage as either of the two other events which were

reported.

The second change the data demanded was the exclusion of informaLion

from a national magazine. Neither Maclean's (the magazine the project

had proposed using), Time, nor Newsweek provided coverage of prison

riots. The only information relati.ng to prison disturbances found in

Maclean' occurred in the falt of 1g76, after four of canada's larger

institutions experienced trouble in the span of less than a month. The

article was a general critique of the Canadian penal system and did not

focus on any of the institutions or riots in particular.

3.2 REIIÀBIIITY

As was stated in Chapter 2, several tests of reliability were to be

conducted to ensure that the results would be reproducible. In all,
three tests were conducted. The first was of a test - retest nature,

the second was an inter-collector test, while the third was a test of

inter-coder reliability. The lest - retest ¡vas conducted primarily to
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check the consistency of the data which I, as the sole researcher,

collected. By recollecting and reinterpreting a certain portion of the

data which had been collected earlier, one is able to test how reliable

the researcher is. in this.case the test - retest procedure indicated

that there $¿as a very high degree of consistency, with 99.5e" agreement

between test and retest. The second, inter-collector reliability test,

involved familiarizing another individual with the instrument and

comparing his findings to the data-set. This procedure also resulted in

a very high leve1 of agreement, specifically, 97,seo, It should also be

noted that in each of the articles included in Lhese tests the

difference could be attributed, (at least 50eo of the time) to a

difference of one degree in the frequency recorded. I,lhat this means is

that the difference r.¡as not such that one collector recorded'X'and the

other recorded 'Y', but rather that one recorded the occurrence of 'X'

as 3 while the other recorded it as 4. The last test was designed to

check the reliability of the coding procedure. This was done by having

another individual recode some of the data in the study and then

comparing the trvo sets of codings. This test also showed that the data

was reliable producing an inter-coder reliability of 99.8e". In summary,

these three tests indicated that Lhere was a high degree of consistency

in the method of data collection and coding. This allows one to say,

with sone degree of confidence, that replication of this study by

another researcher would result in very similar findings.
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3.3 NÀTI'RE OF DÀTA

Before testing of the two hypotheses which have been proposed can

begin it is important that the reader gain at least a general

familiarity with the nature of the data-set.

3.3.1 Coveraqe

As already stated, the data-set contained information about 22 riots
which rlas gained from 12 newspapers. These newspapers produced a total

of.602 stories, or a mean of just over 27 stories per rioL. The range

was from a low of 1 (0,2e.) story reporting the 1972 riot at Stony

Mountain Penitentiary, to 116 (19.3e") stories covering the 1932 riot at

Kingston Penitentiary (for a complete breakdown see Àppendix B). If one

breaks the data-set down by individual paper, The Regina teader post,

which produced 13 stories (2.2e" of the total) in covering 3 riots, had

the lowest ratio of stories per riot (4.3). The vancouver sun, on the

other hand, had the highest ratio Q7), having produced 108 articles
(17.9e. of the total) in the reporting of 4 riots (Appendix C provides a

ful1 breakdown ) .

3.3.2 Duration of Coveraqe

The dala also reveal that for the most part prison riots do not stay

in the nes¡s, or remain newsworthy for a ]ong time. one hundred and

forty three articles, (23.8e.) appeared on the first day of coverage

after the riot. Three hundred and six (50.7e") of the stories appeared

within the f irst three days after the riot; 465 Ol .leo) after the f irst
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six; and finally, 550 (91,2%) appeared within the first ten days of

coverage. The most notable exception to this is the 1976 riot at the

British Columbia Penitentiary which received coverage for a period of 36

days. This anomaly can be explained by a number of interrelated

factors: 1) The riot itself was one of the longest of those coveredi 2)

the degree of damage r+as one of the highest; 3) it v¡as one of a series

ot four major disturbances at Canadian institutions across Canada within

a span of four weeks' 4') the damage to the facility combined with lack

of space elsewhere created an on going problem of housing inmates; and

5) the Public Service Àlliance of Canada, the union which represents the

guards, became very vocal, calling for the investigation of an alleged

nationally organized conspiracy to destroy Federal Penitentiaries. The

union threatened to call a national strike, and threatened legaJ. action

if the pact which had secured the release of the hostage was upheld by

prison authorities (for a complete breakdown of duration of coverage see

Àppendix D).

It is also important to realize that the 602 arLicles were collected

from only 231 papers. Ninety-six (a1.6%) of the papers contained only a

single story rerating to the prison riot, while 210 (90.9e") of the

papers had five stories or less. The maximum number of articles

relating to a riot that any of the papers had was 13, Lhis occurred

twice. Hence, in just over one-half (58.4c") of the newspaper issues

there were muÌtiple stories on a given day (for a complete breakdown see

Àppendix E).
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3.3.3 Location in Paper

If the'newsworthiness'of a particular story is at all determined by

the page on which it is found, then stories on penitentiary riots are

very'newsworthy' in that 44,4e. (267) of the stories were found on page

one, and 54,1e" (325) on the first two pages. Further, the data show

that within the first three pages 67,2e. (404) of the articles can be

accounted for, and r+ithin the first ten pages 80.7% (485) of the stories

are found (for a complete breakdown of the pages on which articles were

found on see Àppendix F). The data also indicate that 26.2e. (158) of

the stories were continued on more than one page. Information was also

collected on horv the stories on page one ranked in prominence. The

results indicate that of the 267 articles on page one, 27,7e. (74) are

the lead story of the day, while another 13.9e" (37) of the stories rank

as the second most prominent story of the day. overaIl, a total of

44.9v. (120) of the articres rank fifth or higher (for a complete

breakdown see Àppendix G).

3.3.4 Subiect of Storv

The stories were also broken down by their general content/ subject

into six categories. The results show that not atl of the stories

written at the time of a prison riot focus specifically on the riot
itself. Ànalysis indicates that 60.39" ( 363 ) of the stories focus

exclusively on the riot, while another 10.8e" (65) deal with the effect

on, reaction of, or action taken by, authorities in Ottawa. seventy

five (12.5e.) of the stories reported disturbances at other correctional

institutions. Ànother 7.5e" (45) of the articles were classified as
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human interest. These consisted of stories about a particular inmate's

past, a guard missing his son's birthday party, and the efforts of the

Salvation Army, etc. The explanation, announcement, or expected effect,

of existing or ner+ penal policy accounted for 6.Oeo (36) of the stories.

Finally, 3.Oeo (18) of the stories focused on the penitentiary, but did

not relate to the riot or its effects.

3.3.5 Àuthorship

The data also reveal some interesting information about who it is

that reports the stories. In 31.4e" (189) of the stories Lhere is no

indication of who wrote the story or its source. rn 25.3r" (152) of the

stories authorship r+as revealed. The wire services were the source of

the largest group of stories, accounting in whole or in part for 40,2e.

Q42) of the articles. of these, the Canadian Press wire service

claimed, or shared, the byline in 31.3e" (1BB) of the stories. The rest

of the bylines identifíed sources as onry 'staff writer' , the paper's

Bureau from another city, the paper the story originally appeared in, or

some combination thereof (see Àppendix H). The evidence indicates that

for the majority of the stories, the reader does not know who wrote a

particular article. This can be interpreted in several yrays: Àt its
most trivial, it is information the press feel is a poor use of space

and/or non-important information; at its ryorst, it is a means whereby

the newspaper deliberately misleads by withholding the information

(i.e., it allor+s for the creation of the iil-usion of diversity of

authorship). Às Schiller (19?3) argues:

Choice and diversity, though separate concepts, are in fact
inseparable; choice is unattainabre in any ràal sense without
diversity. If real options are nonexisent, choosing is either
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meaningless or manipulative. It is manipulative when
accompanied by the illusion that the choice is meaningful
The illusion is sustained by a willingness, deliberately
maintained by information controllers, to mistake abundance of
nedia f or diversity of content. (nmphasis in origÏiËÐ- -(scnil1er, 1973:19)

3.3.6 0riqin of Storv

Àlong with the information on the source of a story, information was

also collected regarding the origin of the story (i.e., where was lhe

story based). The origin of the story was cl-early stated in either the

headl-ine or byline in only 54.2>o ß26') of the stories. while it may be

argued that this is a useless piece of information, or that it is

seLf-evident that these stories originated at the site of the riot, this

is not necessarily accurate. Of those stories where the origin was

given, 56.8% (185) did not originate from the location of the riot.
Where the origin of the story was noted, 31.3e" (102) originated from

0ttawa, another 13,5e. (44) from disturbances occuring simu).taneously at

another institution, and 12.0>. (39) from other places. 0nIy 42.0>, (137)

of the stories originated fron the location of the riot. The fact that

many of the stories' origins are unidentified certainly has implications

as to how one inLerprets them and the credence one places in the

reports. For example, many times it is difficult to establish whether

the individuals reporting Lhe information are actually present at the

institution or are they elsewhere, and hence, merely reporting second

hand information.
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3.3,7 The ! Wr s

It is important to note how weLl the press reported the who's,

what's, where's and when's in the articles. First of all, the press

must receive full credit for providing answers to the question 'whai'.

In all 602 articles information was provided on what was said, what

happened when, and what occured where. This should not, however, be

seen as more than it is. In. reporting the details or the effects of

events such as riots, answering the queslion 'what' is perhaps the

easiest of the four.

With regard to the questions 'who' and 'where', again the data

indicate that the press provided information on these questions almost

all of the time, 98.7% and 97,3e" respectively. tiith respect to the

question of 'l¡ho', the press provided varying degrees of identification.

Sometimes the reference tvas vague or general, such as: Inmates, staff,

hostages, correctional authorities. Àt other times it was specific

giving information about the individual being referred to, such as:

Narne, status, past credits/ transgressions, etc.

The question of 'where' was also answered with varying degrees of

detail. Some of the articles simply refer to the institution and its
location, while others provide information on where inside the facility
the disturbance start,ed and where other specific events took place.

Someiimes these articles are accompanied by illustrations with tabels so

the readers can get a spatial perspective of the different places.

In its reporting of riots the press did not address the question of

'when' nearly as often as it did the other three questions. In less
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than two-thirds (59.1e") of the articles did the press provide the public

with answers to the question'when'. The argument may be made that the

date is already indicated at the top of each page. This argument,

however, somewhat misses the mark. Àt its best, the information

presented occured the day before the paper went to press. In the case

of Mondays the time frame frequently has to be expanded to include

everything that happened Friday night after the saturday paper went to

press. This is potentially important information not only to place the

actual event, but to get a proper time perspective on the sequence of

events, and to ensure that the quotes used are not from another time or

di f ferent context .

3.3.9 Pictures

Finally, information was also collected concerning the presence of

pictures in the reporting of prison riots. To begin nitt, of the 231

nee¡spapers analyzed, 38.9e" (90 ) contained pictures which rel-ated to the

coverage of the riot, and 24.2vo (56) had pictures on the front page.

The space these papers allotted for pictures (in comparison to the

print), was by no means trivial. of the 56 papers with picture(s) on

the front page, 37.5>, (21) of the papers had between 51% - 70% of their

riot coverage made up by pictures, 172 (10) had beLween 71e. - 8o%, while

14.3e. (8) had over 80% of their front page coverage made up by pictures.

Four of the 56 papers had onry pictures relating to the riot with no

printed story on the front page. Therefore, of these 56 papers more

than 70eo used nore front page space for riot related pictures than

print. Nevertheless examinalion of the paper's overaLl coverage (i.e.,
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not only the front page), reveals that print space sti1l exceeds the

picture space. 0f the 90 papers with pictures 27.7eo Q5) has pictures

accounting for between 51e" - 70% and in onLy 11,1eo (10) of these papers

did pictures comprise more than 70eo of the total riot coverage. That is,

in only two-fifths (38.9%) of the papers was there more space devoted to

pi c ture s

(see Appendices I & J for the compJ.ete breakdown). It should also be

noted that while there was a wide range in the number of pictures found

in each of the 90 papers, with the maximum being 23, 73 (81.1e") of the

papers had four or less pictures (see Àppendix K for detaits).

3 .4 HYPOFITESI S ONE

#'1 :
the reporting of canadian prison riots, the media wiLl portray riots
a homogeneous fashion in terns of the causation and nature thereof.

Às stated earlier homogeneity will be analyzed through a combination

of the following variabl-es: 1 ) the stated causes i Ð references to

guard brutality and violence after the riot; 3) whether the riots were

placed into any context; and 4) the overall slant of the total article.
This last variable would include not only the story's slant, but also

headlines, the inmates' views, Lhe focus and implicit reasoning of the

arLicles, whose quotes are used, and the nature of the photographs.

When analyzing these variables the results will be considered supportive

of the hypothesis (i.e., the causes will be seen as being homojeneous),

if a majority (at least 51%) of the data show commonality in the

reporting of that variable.

Ha
In
in
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3.4.1 Stated Causes

some interesting patterns emerged fron the analysis of causes. In

59.5% (359) of the articles, no reason or cause for the riot was given

at all (i.e., approximately 60s" of the time the press have failed to
answer the question'why' in their reporting of the event). This is a

very significant finding. It means that many times the public is left
on its orln to decide why the inmates rioted. In addition, 2.5eo (15) of

the articles reported that the cause rvas a mystery and not discernible,

and 2.0e" (12) reported there rvas no justifiable cause. I^¡ith respect to

the 35,9>. Q16) of the articres which did address the question 'why',

the following conclusions emerged. No cause appeared as the sole cause

in more than 5% of the articles. One-third, Q2 articles), attributed

the riot to more than one cause, stating that a set of conditîons/

grievances/ events combined to bring about the riot. Table 1 places the

causes into four larger groups¡ A) poor conditions; B) inmates acting

out; c) desire for extra privileges; and D) security and staff quarity

and/or actions.

The causes found in Group 'A' (conditions) represent more of the

basic or essential needs for an individuaL's survival whether he be an

inmate or not, incruding housing, food, water, medicine and individual

space. Table'1 indicates that in 5.0e" (30) of the articLes one of these

causes vJas the only reported cause given. However, the number of

articles increases to 13.7% (84) with the inclusion of those which list
one of these in combination with another cause. Group 'B' reflects

those causes which focus on the nature of inmates either as a group or

as individuals who are inherently 'bad' (i.e., always trying to escape
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Group À: Conditions
Inhumane/ Medieval conditions l2l
Food/ t^iater t4l
Fear of New Facility i13l
Medical Treatment [14]
Over-crowding & its Problems t18l
0ther

Group B: Inmates Acting Out
Escape [5]
A few troublemakers t9l
Related to trouble elsewhere [10]
Transfer out l12l
On drugs/ liquor [16]
Psycopathic l17l
0ther

Group C: Privileges
Tobacco rations/ products tll
Recreation privileges i3l
Tensions buiLt up over time t8l
Change in wage & work systenì [15]
0Lher

Table 1

The Reported Causes of Riotsl

Àrticles which
mention only
one causec" (n)

2 2.2 13
0.0 0

1.3 I
0.0 0

0.8 5
0.7 4

s.0---õ-

2.0

Total articles
which list it
as causec" (n)

4.3 26
4.0 24
1.7 10
1.7 10
1.0 6
1.0 6

'13.73 84

1't .0 66

')aJ ¡L

rb.Bgs

q

.7
)

0.8
0,7
2.8

3.5
2.0
2.0

.8

.5

.5

a. 1

4.0
2,1
t.5
0.2

21
12
12
11

9
9

19

12
11

10
7

5
4

17

28
24
13

9
1

0.3
0.2
0.8
1.3
0.2

2

1

5
B

1

2.8 17

Group D: Security & Staff Quality and Àctions
Quality of security suspect [6] '1 .5
Favoritismr/ preferred status t7l 0.2
Nature of in-house punishment t11l 1.2
Other 2.3

12.5 75

9
2

7

14

3,2
2.3
2,0
2.5

21

14
12
15

5.1 31 10.0 60

1 This table only includes those causes which appeared in at 1east
1" (6) of the aiticles, the rest are combined in ti,e category of'other'.z lhis number indicates the overall ranking of each specific ãause.3 It should be noted that due to the fact ihat some of the articles
suggest multiple-causes, the toLal of lhis column exceeds the lotal number
of articles.
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both physically and/or psychol-ogicall-y through drugs and liquor, and

cause trouble). It is significant to note that this type of explanation

is the most frequently invoked in both single (11e") and multipLe-cause

('15.8e") articles.

The causes listed in Group 'c' (privileges), include itens that

inmates want or feel they need to reduce the strain and boredom of

living in a penitentiary; they are not, however, essential f-or survival.

Rather they make 'doing time' easier or a little more bearable. As

Table 1 indicates, Group 'C' causes are relatively seldom reported as

the sore cause, but they did appear in 12,5% of. Lhe multiple-cause

articles. It is important to realize with this Group of causes, that

while a cause is being reported, it is frequently not one the reader can

easily identify with. For exampre, if the reader had purchased a

package of cigarettes and the tobacco rvas dry, or if the store had

discontinued his brand of rolling papers, more Lhan Iikely he wourd not

seriously consider burning and looting the store. It is simply not a

rational response to the situation. However, in reading the article,
this is the response the inmates chose in what appears to be a simíIar

situation. Nowhere is the reader informed of the value of these scarce

resources, nor the role they play in inmate society. similarly, to riot
over the lack of recreational privileges or the cancellation of a movie

seems senseless, unless explained in the context of a life in a total
institution where these mean nore time is spent in lock-up. Therefore,

as reported causes this Group often serves to enhance the portrayal of

inmates as sub-human, incapable of rationally working out life's
'little' problems.
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Finally, Group 'D' contains those reported causes which place

responsibility for the riot on the security staff. and/or the system's

quality or actions. This Group was reported as the sole cause in 5.1v"

( 31 ) of the singre-cause articles, and 10% of the mulriple-cause

art ic1es.

In summary, four points are noteworthy. First, nearly two-thirds of

the articles did not report a cause to the reader. second, no singre

explanation appeared individually or in combination with others in more

than Seo of the articles. Third, Group 'B' causes are cited

significantly more often in single-cause articles than do other types of

causes. Fourth, a large majority of the articles which mention a cause

ciLe multiple-causes. Therefore, it can be concluded that homogeniety

does exist in the reporting of the stated causes, ês nearly two-thirds

of the articles failed to report a cause.

!,4.2 Guard brutalitv and violence

The second variable used to assess hypothesis #1 was the extent to

which guard brutality after the riot was reported (i.e., those incidents

of violence perpetrated on inmates which occur afler control has

already been re-established). The data indicate that only four articles

made reference to the occurrence or the possibility of such incidents

having taken p]ace. Three of these articles were r.,ritten in ontario

newspapers in their coverage of the 1971 riot at Kingston Penitentiary,

two of which were in The Toronto SLar and the other in the Globe and

Mail. The fourth article appeared in the Vancouver Sun in its reporting

of the 1976 riot at the penitentiary in New westminster. Initially, it
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was proposed that additional records of the riots, such as RoyaL

Commissions and Inquiry reports, would be scrutinized and compared to

the newspaper accounts in order to check for discrepancies in the

reporting of such behavior. This was not possible. Unfortunately only

one such additional record could be located (the Royal Commission report

on the April 1971, riot) and therefore analysis is limited to the four

newspaper articles.

First, in both events the 'inappropriate' actions of the guards are

documented by another source which did not rely on the media to supply

them with the information. In the case of the Kingston riot, the Royal

Commission found that the innrates upon their arrival at Millhaven, were

forced to run through a gaunilet of guards who beat them with clubs.

clare culhane, a Frivate citizen, in her book, Barred From prison, wrote

about her experiences as a member of the Citizens Àdvisory Committee

during the 1976 riol at New Westminster. She described a situation

where guards in the super Maximum unit (s.u.u. ) used high pressure

hoses upon inmates who were in their proper cells, soaking bedding,

clothing, and personal effects. The guards then left them in the cells

with only their wet underwear for several days. These are events where

the information available supports Lhe belief that something indeed

happened. It is of interest to note that none of Lhe four articles

reported the infornation completely (i.e., the stories never went past

the point of allegations). For example, the story in the Globe and Mail

made reference to the beatings 11 times, however, each reference was

prefaced with the word 'alleged'. The other articles also were very

careful in their reporting, using terms like 'claimed to have been' or
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'the supposed actions of'. I.lhile this rnay be responsible journalism, it
should be ernphasized that the press failed to inform its public as to

whether these alLegations were proven to be accurate. It appears the

reporting ended too soon. in the case of the Globe and Mail, the

article appeared on the last day of coverage of the riot. In the

Toronto Star, one article appeared on the second last day and the other

on the last day of coverage. Both of the articles in the Star were less

than prominenL. The first appeared on page 16, a single corumn story

beside a hardware advertisement which covered the rest of the pa9e,

while the article on the last day of riot coverage rcas on page 12. This

is nol to imply that there is a conspiracy, where the press is working

together with governmeni. It is more probable that the explanation lies
within the nedium itself. The duration for which a story remains

newsworthy is relatively short, and while it may be a slighly longer

period for the press than for television or radio, it is seldom long

enough to cover all the irnplications and residual effects. Às this

data-set indicated, over three-quarters , fi7.1eo) , of the articles

appeared within the first six days of coverage.

À second finding is that the second paper ¡vhich was used for the

British Columbia riots (the victoria Daily Colonist), failed to mention

the incidents at the S.M.U. in 1976. Since the number of riots where

such actions by guards were reported ¡vas so small, it was impossible to

tell if this was an isolated case of non-reporting or part of a larger

pattern of ignoring the inappropriate actions of federal correctional

staf f .
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A third important item is that the information for the stories in all
three articles ilas provided by sources which excluded federal or

institutional employees. Àt Kingston in 1971, the stories broke when

Professor Morton, head of the citizen's committee, decided to hold a

press conference after he had encountered numerous obstacles from

correctional staff while attempting to investigate two letters he had

received from inmates claiming to have been beaten by guards. The

Ontario articles tended to focus more on the possibility of a federal

cover-up than the possibility that inmates were being mistreated. Thus,

most of the articles centered on the obstacles Morton encountered in

trying to investigate; the suggestion that Ontario Provincial Police be

called in to do the investigation (as opposed to a federal in-house

inquiry) ; Solicitor General Goyer's statement that the situation was

being investigated, but that the results would not be made public; and

that Goyer had ordered the visits of several Ministers of Parliament to

Millhaven to be cut short. The article in the Vancouver Sun was less

sensationalistic. It amounted to a short announcement that a few inmates

were trying to take several guards to court over the events in the

s.M.u. The story was made available to the press by the c.A.c., not the

federal or correctional authorities. The story also included only the

barest of details concerning the event.

In sumrnary, there are the beginnings of several possible patterns

with regard to how the press reports guard brutality after control has

been reestablished. First, this subject does not appear to rate highly

as one which is investigated unLil its conclusion. Second, if the press

is to learn of such events, they are not likety to learn about thern fronr
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the correctional authorities. Third, in the reporting of such events,

the event itself may take a back seat to the reporting of the

possibility of a cover-up attempt by correctional and/or federal

authorities. Before any one of these can be stated more definitively it
would be necessary to have a much larger sample size. unfortunately,

the limited sample size also makes it impossible for this researcher to

address the question of homogeneity adequately. Not only is a sample

size of four too small to make inferences to the population, but in this

case there is no way of determining what the popualtion size is.

3.4.3 ConÈext

The third variable which is used to evaluate the first hypothesis is

whether the articles are placed in any type of context, either

historical or in terms of the merits of incarceration generally. The

data indicate that the vast rnajority of the articles , 81eo (487), did not

prace the riot in any type of context. 0f fhose which did place the

information in a context, the articles tended to fall approximately 50 -

50 into the two Categories mentioned, with several fatling into both.

The data also indicate thaL this variable was not equatly distributed

over time (i.e., the more recent riots tended to have more articles

which try to place the information into a larger or historical context).

Approxinrately one-haIf of the articles with some form of context

appeared during the period 1970 to 1982. Even more revealing is that

over 40eo of thern could be f ound in the time f rame 1976 - '1982.

This result denands an explanation. Why this sudden change in how

canadian journalists report riots? perhaps the answer lies in a
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combination of three factors which were present at the same time: 1) In

1976' Canada experienced within the space of less than one month a

nation-wide upheaval in its correctional institutions. Three

penitentiaries had major riots, with several others having more minor

disturbances, and provincial institutions were al-so experiencing riots

and hostage-takings. 2) The seventies was also the time when the debate

between rehabilitation and custody lras loudly heard.

correctional staff , supported by a strong union (ttre Public Service

Alliance of canada), began to speak out and give their opinions. Not

surprisingly they came out heavily in

cLa iming that the inmates had i t

3) The

favour of the custody argument,

too soft and that there v¡as

insufficient security. Therefore, all the ingredients necessary rvere

present; a rash of eventsr âD already brewing debate over correctional

poLicy, and a large group of involved actors, powerfully supported by

their union, who were willing to telL their.story. À11 of these combined

to produce many more articles which had a historical context , and/or

assessed the system, usually viewing it as too soft on the inmates.

In surnmary, the major finding is that most (81e") failed to place the

articles in some sort of context. This result indicates that Lhere is a

high degree of commonality with regard to the variable 'context', and

therefore this indicator is found to be supportive of the hypothesis of

homogeniety. The second finding which inrpinges upon the first, is that

approximately 402" (46) of those articles which did place the information

into some sort of context, were found amongst the articles reporting the

riots 1976 - 1982, On1y further research can conclude whether this is
indicative of a change in styre of journalists, or is merely the

femporary result of the combination of the aforementioned faclors.
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3.4,4 Overall Slant of Àrticles

The fourth and final variable which was considered in the evaluation

of the first hypothesis was the overall slant of the articles. This is

a multifaceted variable made up of a combination of: 1) the focus of the

headlines; 2)tne presence or absence, and nature of, inmaLes' views; 3)

the focus and implicit reasoning of the article;4) who is quoted in the

article; and 5) the nature of the photographs.

3.4.4.1 Focus of Headlines

with the vast array of headlines it became apparent that it would

become necessary to place them into larger groupings. It was finaLry

decided that the nine Categories shown in Table 2 most adequately suited

the purpose of grouping data without misrepresenting the findings. In

Table 2, 81.7e. t4g2) of the articles' headlines focused exclusively on

one of the nine Categories, while the remainder, (18.3e"), had

multiple-f ocus headlines.

As shown in Tabre 2, the largest category of headlines tended to

focus on the statements and actions of authorities, both those at the

penitentiary and in ottawa. It is significant to note that this

category of headlines is the most frequently found in both singre

(24.4e") and multipre-focus (33.4s") headrines. catagory'B' contains

those headlines which focused on the effects of the riot, including,

damage, injuries, escapes, spatial problems, punishments, etc.

Ninety-eight ('16.3e") of the articles have headlines which f ocused

exclusively on the riots' effects, and ¡+ith the inclusion of headlines
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The
Table !

Focus of the Headlines

When soLe focus
of headline

9o fl

Tota1 of soLe &

nultiple focus
headl i nes
9o fl

À) Statenents and actions of the
authorities both local and
in 0ttawa

B) Effects of the riot
C) rhose decribing the inmates
0) fhe process of negotiation
E) Causes
F) Assessing rumours, and the

possibility of more trouble
G) Historical aspects
H) Conflict between press

and authorities
I ) Outside opinions

)L Á.

16.3
r J.5
7 ,0'
7.1

5.3
J.J

¿.1
¿)a

147
98
81
42
43

32
20

16
13

33.4
25.1
1 9.8
1 0.0
8.5

7.5
3.8

3.0
2,2

201
156
119

60
51

45
23

18
13

81 .7 492

with nultipLe-foci the total number becomes 25,9e, (156). catagory 'c'
includes those headlines which focused on the inmates and their

situation inside, such as, announcing they have rioted, describing their

nood/ actions, who their leaders are, the extent and nature of their

organization, etc. Eighty-one (13.5e") of the articles fall exclusively

into this Category, while 19.8e" (119) had headlines which either in
whole or in part focused on the inmates.

The remaining Categories in

percentage of the headlines.

2, do not comprise a large

with multiple-focus headlines

more than 1 0e" of lhe art icles .

Table

Even

included, no single Category accounts for
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Headlines tend to focus on one of the first three Categories a minimum

of 54eo to a maximum of 79% ot the time. The domination of Lhese three

Categories is demonstrated in Table 3, which reports the freguencies of

the top 21 themes,12 (i.e., those more specific focuses which are used

to form the different Categories found in Table 2).

In TabLe 3, themes which make up Categories'A'through'C'are most

prorninent. Five of the 10 most frequently found themes belonged in

Category 'À' ( i . e. , those which focused on statements and act ions of

authorities), and there are 6 listed in the top 2'1. Themes which fall
into Category'B' (i.e., those which focus on the effect of the riot),
are also prevalent with 2 in the top 10, and 7 in the first 21,

Category 'B' also has the nost frequently appearing theme, that of the

damage done during the riot. This theme appears in some 11e" (66) of the

articles' headlines. Themes which are part of Category 'C' (i.e., those

which focus on describing the inmates), are slightly less promìnent,

with only 1 in the top 10, and 4 in the top 21. In regard to the

question of homogeniety in the reporting, no single category accounted

for more than one-third of the headlines. However, the data do indicate

that the vast majority (between 54e" and 79eo of the headlines), are fron

Category'À' r'B' r'C' or some combination thereof .

It should be noted that it is not
Iisting the first 21 themes. Those
those themes which appeared in at
Ànother 7 themes are found in between
while the rest are found in less than

a random choice to stop after
listed in Table 3, represent all
least 2.0eo of the headlines.

1.Oeo and 1 .8e" of the headlines
1% of. the headlines.

12
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Tab1e I
Themes Reported in Headlines

43
43
37

30
29

25
24

24

30
20
24

a
J

7

6
17

1)
2)

3)
4)
s)

6)
7)

8)
e)

Damage Ib] 1

Ottawa have been informed/
is in charge Ia]
Hostages tdl
Inquiry/ probe lal
Return of control to
authorities Ia]
Àuthorities use of force Ia]
Authorities use of outside/
extra manpoe¡er [a]
Cause of the riot [e]
Ànnouncement of riots
occurrence Ic]

10) Housing of inmates ibl
11) Inmates injury tbl
12) Situation is calm & quiet [c]
13) Rumor of more trouble tfl
14) Escape or lack of tbl
15) Inmate human interest Ic]
16) Guard's views/ actions Ia]
17) Effect of the riot tbl
18) Punishment Ib]
19) Negative referrences to

inmaLes mood or actions [c]
20) Negative features of

the penitentary [e]
21) Possible improvements tbl

When it is
only focus
90

4.0

5.0
3.3
4.0

0.5
t.¿

1.0
)a

2.5
2,8
0.3
2.3
2,3
t.¿
2.3
1.8
¿.¿
1'7

0,'7

2.2
1.0

Total # of sole
and combination

the

n 9o

11.0

11
t.t
6.1

5.0
4.8

a.)
4.0

?q
3.7
3.7
3.5
3.¿
3.2
3.0
)1
,'7
)1

2.3

¿.¿
2.0

66

15
17

2

14
t4
7

14
11
'13

10

4

¿3
22
22
21

19
19
'18

16
16
16

14

13
6

13
6

fhese letters represent the larger groups, those used in Table 2,
to which these different headline themes belong to.

3.4,4.2 Innates'Denands or Viers

The second aspect

slant is whether the

they are reported.

which is considered

inmates' demands and/or

T^lith respect to these

in determining the arlicles

views are reported, and how

two questions the data are
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very clear; in the vast majority of the cases the inmates denands or

views were not reported. Table 4 indicates that in 7 1,8e" (432) of the

articles the inmates' views or demands are not reported. In another

16.3e" (98) of the articles, information is given supposedly reflecting

the concerns of the inmates. This, howeverf was at best a regurgitation

of second hand information, or at worst, pure speculation on the

inmates' frame of mind. Since there is no practical way to determine

where on the continuum between the two extremes each bit of information

berongs, all information reported second hand is placed in this

grouping. Table 4 indicates the largest number of these statements rvere

made by people with authority within the correctional system. If this

group is combined with the articles where the inmates' views were not

reported at all, (71.8eo), then in approximately 881" of the articLes one

of the major groups of actors (the inmates), were not used as sources of

information. Clearly this is evidence which is supportive of the

concept of homogeneity.

3.4.4.3 Focus anil Inplicit Reasoning

The third aspect which is considered here is the focus and implicit
reasoning of the articles. using the same categories 'A' through 'I'
which were used when analyzíng the foci of headlines, the data presented

in Table 5 are the results of grouping the main foci of the articles.
¡s with headlines, sorne of the articles had mulptiple foci, but most

(86.5e" 520 of the articles) had a single-focus.

In Table 5, the largest number of articles falls into the first
category. One-third ß2,6r") of the articles have as their focus, the
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Table
I nmates

L
DenandsFreguency of Àrticles When

Innates Demands/ Views
Not given

Given by someone other than
inmates ( totat )

By authority figure
By ex-convict
By private citizen
By C.À.C. member/ negotiator
By a conmission
By rumourr/ hearsay

Given by inmates (total)
Transfers
uore/ better food
Bring publicity to penitentiary
Medica!. help
More recreation
No physical reprisals/
double jeopardy
Place is rotten
Want permenant inmate committee
Want R.C.M.P. Lo monitor"
clean up

or Views Àre Presented

When it
onJ.y one
9o

71.8

16.1
9.8
4.0
1.2
0.8
0,2
0.2

ÊÊ
1.2
0.2
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.3
0.0

0.0

is the
given

n

432

%

71 .8

'15.3

1 0.0
Á.)
1.2
0.8
0.2
0.2

11.9
4.2
2.0
2.0
1.7
1.5

1.5
t.J
1.2

1.0

Total # of solo
& combination

n

432

98
50
25

7

5
1

1

97
59
24

7

5
1

1

33
7

1

I

0

0

0
2
0

72
25
12
12
10

9

9

I
7

q? ¿

0

)ô¿

statements and/or actions of authority figures, with another 8eo of the

articles having this category as one of a multiple of foci. categories

'B' and 'C' both claim approximately '13% of the single-focus articles,

with the inclusion of multiple-focus articles they increase by 8eo and

3.6% respectively. Às with the focus of headlines, Category 'B' also

contained Lhe single nost frequently found focus anong articles. The
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bhe institution was the sole focus of

4.3eo Q6) of the articles, and was one of the f oci in a total of 11eo

(66) of the articles. T.n 53.2e. (320) of the articles there was at least

one paragraph which contained a reference to the damage done. 9thile

25.9e" (83) of these articles contained onJ-y a single paragraph, 10.6vo

Table !
The Focus of the Art i c les

When sole focus
of article

%n

Tota1 of sole &

multiple focus
articles
%n

À) Statenents and actions of the
authorities both local and
in 0ttawa

B) Effects of the riot
C) Those decribing the innates
D) The process of negotiation
E) Causes
F) Assessing rumours, and the

possibility of more trouble
G ) Hi stor ical- aspects
H) Conflict between press

and authorities
I ) Outside opinions

32,6
13.0
12.8

't ,0
7.8

4.8
3.0

3.7
1.8

196
tÕ
't7

42
47

29
18

22
11

40.5
21 .1
16.5
9,6

10.1

6.2
4.0

2'7
2.3

244
127

99
58
61

32
24

22
14

86.4 520

(34) of them included Len or more, with one article having twenty-five.

Table 5 also indicates that less than 10% of the articles have a f.ocus/

foci which fal] into one of the categories'D'through'I'. This is not

surprising as these categories also do not have a large percentage of

articles when the focus of their headlines is analyzed.
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The implicit reasoning of the articles was divided into two

Categories, raiional and irrational. The former Category contained all
articles which were deemed to be clear, straightforward and logical in
their presentation of the information. The latter Category contained

all those which did not faII into the first. As Table 6 indicates, the

majority (6'1e") of the articles presented the event and thei.r infornation

in a complete, uncomplicated, and consistent manner, while the other 39eo

of the articles did not.

Tab1e Q
The Implicit Reasonins of Àrticles

Rational

I rrat i ona I

90

60 .8

.39.2

n

366

236

ffi

There were a number

irrational reasoning in an

upon rumours 1 3 or unconf

of criteria used to assess the presence of

article, the major ones being: The reliance

irmed reports; the use of stereotypes to

13 Both rumours and unconfirmed reports are labelled as irrational for a
number of reasons: 1) It is not possibl-e to determine who the source'of the rumour is from the information provided. 2) SimilarLy, there
is no means for determining at the time of the story the acãuracy of
the information. 3) the nrajority of instances invõlved what próved
later to be gross overstatements in terms of the degree and cost of
damages, the abuse of hostages, the number and extent of injuries,
the number of escapees, etc. These reflect an exaggeraLed negative
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describe individuals; gearing the story towards or playing upon, the

readers emotions, such as fear, hatred, etc.; the addition of editorial

comment and/or subjective interpretation which slants the information

provided; problems with the nature of the argument itself; and the

presentation or description of the inmates' actions so as

poorly upon the inmates themselves.

to reflect

The following are examples of articles which were classified as

irrational: 1) Àn article entitled "Everything Wrecked" appeared in the

Saskatoon Star-Pheonix on July '14, 1955. The article was a detailed

description of the extensive damage the inmates had done to the

institution as well as their own personal property. The article not

only failed to report a cause, it made severaL references to the fact

that the staff was unable to explain the inmates' behavior. One shop

instructor vJas quoted as saying, "It is hard to understand." The

extensive damage report combined with the lack of an explanation and the

anazement the staff feIt, portrayed the innrates as totally irrational
(destroying their own possessions ) . 2) On December 3, 1970 the

Star-Pheonix ran an article: "Pen officials suspended". The first
one-ha1f of the article v¡as an announcement that six staff members were

being suspended by the Solictor General's office. The latter portion of

the article talked about the recent riot at the Prince Àlbert

Penitentiary. While it was never stated, it was irnplied that the

suspensions were somehow related to the events surrounding the riot.
However, a story on December 10, in the same paper, revealed thaL the

suspensions were related not to the riot but to escapes that occurred

image of the inmates and were therefore, labelled irrational.
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several months prior to the riot. 3) The Toronto star on Apri1 19, i9'71

ran a story: "40 demonstrators ask negotiations with rioters". The

article concerned itself with reporting the actions of a pro-inmate

demonstration in Toronto which supported the recent riot at Kingston.

The article was full of value judgements; it equated being pro-inmate

with being a revolutionary, and being young with being idealist and not

practical. It also stated that many (but not how many), of the

protesters vrere part of the group known as Red Morning I a group known

for its affiliation with Communism. 4) Two more extreme examples were

the articles on the "Giant Negro" who took part in the Dorchester riot,
1933. 0n January 10, the Telegraph-Journal ran two articles:

"Dorchester Prison Condition Returns to NormaL" and "Giant Negro Had An

Active Part in Rebellion". The pieces vrere supposed attempts to review

the events surrounding the resolution of the riot but were in fact

nothing more than an excuse to praise the correctional staff and espouse

racist and anti-inmate ideology. References such as "this wild man of

Àfrican strain", comparisons of his arms to a train's connecting rods,

and his temperament to that of a raging bull appeared throughout the

story. Upon his capture he was described as "an altogether repulsive

figure - like a snake rrith his poison fangs removed. There was nothing

heroic about this negro. Àt heart he was yellow, like the rest of the

criminal breed".

with

The actual battle was compared to Dante's Inferno,

scores of
shrieking at
down on the
the bedlam
riot-guns -
gloonr.

desperate, wild-eyed, hot-tempered criminals,
the top of their voices in the blackness throwing

guards everything they could tear loose, and above
and sharp reports of revolvers, ri fles and
spurts of flame cutting menacingly through Lhe
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While 61eo is clearly a majority of the cases, the fact that

approximately two-fifths of the articles are considered to have problems

in the structure of their presentation is surely noteworthy.

ParticuIarIy, when in almos! all the cases these problems serve, either

directly or by imprication, Lo present the inmates as people who at

best, are incompetent and act irrationally, or at worstr âs people who

need to be feared and are a threat Lo public safety.

In analyzing the focus and implicit reasoning of the articles several

findings are of note: 1) 32.6% of the articles had as their sole focus

the statements and actions of people in authority, while another 8% of

them had this Category as part of a mu).tip1e focus. 2) When one

considers Catego.ry'À'with Category'B', the effects of the riot, and

Category 'C' describing the inmates, one can account for a minimum of

58.3c" to a maximun of 78.1e, of the articres, with no other category

accounting for more than 1Oeo of the cases. 3) Most of the articles,
(60.8%), were found to have implicit reasoning which was rational in
nature. With regard to the question of homogeneity the evidence is

divided. while no single Category accounted for more than 40.Seo of the

articles, the combination of Categories 'À'r'B', and 'C' do comprise a

large share of the articles (between 54eo and 79c"), wiLh the other

categories having a much smaller percentage. The evidence on the

articles' implicit reasoning is clearly supportive of the hypothesis

with the najority (60.8e.) being classified as rational.
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3,4.4.4 ltho is guoled

The fourth aspect which is considered in the determination of the

stories' sl-ant is who was quoted. While not necessarily a fail safe

method of determining an article's slant, guotes, particularly if used

as an authoritative source, can serve as a useful indicator. The quotes

were placed into 12 Categories, each of which represented a different
position which could be held by either an individual or a group (ttrey

are listed in Table 7). By categorizing the quotes by an individual's

position it was hoped that a pattern would be discovered revealing who

was the most frequently cited as sources. It is irnportant to realize

that not all of the 602 articles had quotes. 108 of the stories did not

contain a single quote.14 I,¡hen the riots were grouped into decades the

results show that this tendency is slightly skewed towards the earlier

riots (i.e., not only did the data indicate that coverage of an earlier

riot was more like1y to contain articles without quotes, but also that

the percentage of articles without quotes would be higher).1s

14 The definition of a quote used here is somewhat broader than only
that which is denoted by the standard quotation marks. It also
conLains part of what is usua]-ly referred to as paraphrasing. These
data also contain that information which is directly attributed to an
individual or group, but is not within quotation marks, such as;
Mister X said,... , or Mister X stated, ... For the purposes of this
study these distinctions were not made.

0f the 5 riots in the 1930's,4 had articles without quotes, and Lhe
mean number of quoteless articles for those 4 riots was 35.9e". Of
those in the 1950's, 2 of. the 5 riots investigated were without
quotes, and their mean number of quoteless articles was 18.8eo. Of
the riots in the 1960's, all 3 had some articres which did not have
any quotes and the mean number for these 3 was 19.3e". In the 1970's,
5 of the I riots investigated had articles without quotes, and the
mean tlas 14.6%. Finally from the sole riot included from the 1980's,
3.9e" of its articles were rl'iLhout quotes. I.Ihile this relationship is
not direct, it is noteworthy that this tendency, however slight, does
exist

15
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The first iten that should be noted in Tab1e 7 is that it presents

two different pieces of infornration. The first column of numbers

represents the number of stories in which quotes fron a particular

Category appeared, while the second column presents informaticn on the

relationship between categories, in terms of each category's share of

the number of quotes. Tab1e 7 reveals that in categories 'c'and'D'
individuals (both figures of authority in terms of corrections) are not

only quoted in a much larger percentage of the articles, but they also

tend to make up larger share of the totar number of the quotes. The

warden and his officials at the penitentiary (category 'c') are quoted

in over one-third (34.6e") of the articles, and comprise al-most

one-quarter \23.3e") of the total number of quotes. When one assesses

the individual riots, the results indicate that the prominence of

Category 'C' quotes is fairly evenly distributed. OnJ.y in the coverage

of 1 riot is a category'c'quote not foundl6 and in only 3 of the riots

does group'C'account for less than 25% of the quotes, while in 4 other

riots they represent over 80eo of the quotes used, with a mean of 46.3e.

or alnost one-half of the quotes in a riots' coverage (see Àppendix L

for a complete breakdown of each Categories quotes per riot).

Category'D' quotes, those by correction-related government officials
(i.e., basically authority figures one step or more above the warden),

are also very prominent, appearing in 29.6e. (178) of the articles and

accounting for 20.6e" (741) of the total number of quotes. Àgain,

asessing the individual riots, category'D'quotes are found in all but

16 This riot had only two articles covering it, one from
papers. Both of the articles did have a quote
spokesman, (group 'F'), who had been designated lo
media and the public on the authorities' behalf.

each of the two
from a prison
deal with the
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A

Table Z

Breakdown of Who is Ouoted

# of stories with
1 or more quotes
from group

# of stories (602)
9o f7

Total # of
group quotes

total # of
quotes ( 3594 )
9o f)

¡) nxtra Help1
B) Inmates
C) Wardens & his assistants
Ð) Government officials who are

related !o corrections2
E) Guards & Staff
r) Prison spokesmen
c) C.A.C./ Hegotiators
H) Firemen, Doctors, Chaplains3
I) Government officials who are

non-correction relateda
J) Ex-convicts
n) Outside Experts
L) otherss

6.1
10.8
34.6

29.6
14.1
10.5
6.3
3.8

8.8
5.3
)?

13.3

3"1

65
208

178
85
64
38
23

53
31
IJ

81

1.5
8.5

23,3

20.6
1 0.3
7.7
s.8
'1 .9

5.6
5.3
2,5
7.0

54
306
839

741
372
277
207

67

200
192
89

250

1 00.0 3594

1 This category includes any military, R.C.M.p., or police who

-were at the penitentiary to provide extra security.z this category includes people from the Departmenl of corrections,
the Solicitor General's office and the MinisLer of Justice's offices.3 These were grouped together because they shared special access
to areas and inmates, others did not.4 rhis category covers all other governmental positions incruding
local officials, such as mayors. However, most of the quotes in this
category were from Menbers of Parliament.s this Category includes all others, fron the public, to wives of
convicts, as well as the press.

3 of the riots.

much Lower. In

total number of

rioLs their mean

However, their frequency compared to Category 'C' is
11 of the riots they accounted for less than 25% of the

quotes, and their highest is only 77,8e". Over all the

frequency is only 24.3Yo.
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The third largest Category of quotes are Lhose attributed to the

guards and staff of the institution. They can be found in 14.1eo of the

articles, and they comprise 10.4so of the total number of quotes. t,lhile

this Category is the third largest, there is already quite a gap in

terms of its. prominence compared to Categories 'C' and 'D'. SimiIarIy

Category 'E's total share of the quotes (10.3%) is only one-ha1f of

Category 'D's 20.6% total. Further, the results show that more riots

have no Category 'E' quotes at all (a total of 5)'. in 20 of the 22

riots this category comprises less than 20eo of the quotes, with the

largest singLe share being 46.3e., and with a nean per riot of. 11.7e..

This infornration supports the idea that categories 'c' and 'D' are not

only the most prevalent types of quotes in all three areas (percentage

of stories, percentage of lotal quotes, and the mean number of quotes

per riot) but that they are also substantially more prominent as sources

of information than other groups which were guoted.

TabIe 7 also illustrates some other interesting points. Category 'À'

quotes (those attributed to non-penitentiary security forces), appear in

6.1eo of. the articles, yet they only comprise 1.5eo of the total nunber of

quotes. This means that the number of quotes found in those articles

with Category 'À' quotes would average between 1 and 2. Category 'B'
(those attributed to inmates), is the fourth largest Category having

quotes in 10.8% of the articles, while comprising 8.5e" of the total

number of quotes. While 9 of the riots have no quotes from inmates, the

data do not indicate that earlier riots were less likely to include

inmates as sources. Riots in the 1930's, 50's, early 70's and late 70's

were all among those excluding inmate quotes. Conversely, both
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Categories'F'and'G' quotes were skewed in favour of the more recent

riots (i.e., while they never appeared in the earlier riots, in more

recent riots, depending upon the size and nature of the riot, both of

these Categories are more likely to be used as sources, and therefore

quoted).

Prison spokesmen were not being quoted in the earlier riots because

such positions did not exist. Over time, correction officials have

found it convenient to have an individual whose position it is to deal

with the media. Similiarly, C.A.C. members or other ouÈside negotiators

are only found to be quoted in more recent riots because previously any

negotiating was done by corrections personnel. Às inmates, often as

part of their demands, have insisted that outside negotiators be

involved, these individuals are more frequently quoted. Category 'H'

quotes tend to be skewed the other way, appearing more often in the

coverage of earlier riots. However, they never nake up a significant

portion of the quotes in any of the riots. Group'I'quotes, those of

non-correction related government officials, do not appear to be

affected by the variable of time.

The use of Category 'I' quotes seems best explained by a different

factor. They are most often found when the government (i.e., those

peopJ.e in control or responsible for corrections) is being criticized by

the opposition. Logically, one would expect this type of criticism and

calls for commissions of inquiry to be the greatest after a particularly

large riot or after several occur in quick succession. The data support

this explanation, indicating that this is indeed when Category 'I'
quotes were most frequently found.
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Group 'J', those quoting ex-convicts, appear infrequently and occur

most often when a convict was released shortly before the riot and is

interviewed as someone who may know something about the inside

situation. The other occurrence of ex-convicts being quoted happens

when a 'success' story is related to the pubJ-ic. since success is

defined as being rehabilitated and going straight, usually these

individuals have nothing but praise for the system, serving to discredit

the idea that the inmates who are revolting are doing so because of the

poor quality of conditions at the institution.

Category'K' (outside experts), are quoted infrequently. They are

found in only 2,3eo oL the articles, with '16 of the 22 riots failing to
contain a single quote from this group. Finalry, category 'L' consists

of all the other individuals who were quoted. One finds that 13.3s" of

the articles had a quote from someone who did not fit into any of the

previous groups and was placed into category 'L'. Às a niscellaneous

category, it constitutes 7eo of the total number of quotes, and only 7 of

Lhe 22 riots do not have at l-east one quote from this group.

In review, the data indicate that individuals falling into Categories

'C'and'D' are cLearly the most often quoted, combining to account for

approximately 44ø" of the quotes. if one inctudes category 'F' (prison

spokesmen), thereby creating the category 'correctional authority', the

figure increases to over 5'1e" of the quotes. If as has been suggested,

those who are quoted play a major role in determining the slant of an

article, Lhen the data indicate that the slant in a majority of articles
would be in accordance with the views of the correctional authorities.

Therefore, the results indicate that the data support the hypothesis of
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with Lhe majority of the quotes being from the correctioal

3.4.4,5 Pictures

The final aspect of the articles' slant to be considered is the

nature of the pictures that accompany them. The data on pictures are

primarily concerned with what the focus of the pictures was. Whil-e 909"

Q56) of the 288 pictures were classif ied as having a single-focus,

there were also some multiple-focus pictures and hence Table I has two

columns of information. Table I indicates that many of the pictures

present visual images which portray the seriousness, as we1l as the

conflictual nature, of the riot. The single most frequent itlustration

of this (23.6e. of the pictures), is the photographs of damage done by

inmates. This is damage to state property, property which was not only

built !¿ith pubric funds, but which will now have to be repaired or

replaced with money from the public. The second largest group of

pictures (16.7,") are those which focus on the extra help which is
present at the institution. Pictures of military forces, R.c.M.p.,

local police, f.ire-fighters and a large medical corps all serve to

enhance this image of seriousness. They serve to create in the eye and

therefore, the mind, of the public the conflictual nature of the riot
(i.e., w€ vs they). For the most part, the aforementioned groups are

supported by the pubric and herd in some esteem. Furthermore, the

nature of their service is Lo protect the public from things or people

which are a threat to the public as a whole or its various members.lT

r7 The military are
problems where

involved in
the outcome

international and
has ramifications

l-arge scale nat i onal
for society; on a
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Table Q
Focus of the P i c turesThe

Damage
Extra HeIp
Correctional authority f igure
Non-damaged penitentary buildings
Inmates being moved, guarded
or frisked

Hostages
Inmate spokesmen
Maprl photo showing progression
of riot

Guards
C.A.C./ Heqotiators

When sole focus
of a picture

TotaL of sole &

multiple focus
pi c tur es
9o fl

q¿

2.8
0.8
8.7

n

56
37
31
25

6.3 18
6.3 18
3.8 1 '1

3.1 9
)¿. 1

2.1 6

68
48
34
26

7.6 22
6.9 20
4.5 13

3.8 11

3.1 9
2.4 7

¿3 .6
16 .'7
11.8
9.0

m
1 The other 4'1 pictures which had a single focus had 19 different
foci, none of which accounted for more than 2.0% of the total
number of pictures. These included historical pictures of inmate
labour gangs constructing the penitentiary, mug shots of notorious
criminal-s who had stayed there at some time, the crowds gathering
oulside to watch, members of particular inmates' family, and the
weapons the inmates used

Photographs of these

the seriousness of

conflict between us

various groups in aclion serve not only to portray

the situation, but also to sharpen the lines of

(the public) and them (the inmates).

provincial and local scale the police and R.C.M.P. are involved in
lhe problem of protecting the public fron those who break the law;
firemen fight fires thereby protecting the property of the concerned
individual; and medical people are involved in trying to save lives.
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The other types of photos also serve this dual purpose. Pictures of

the warden or his superiors are good indications that this particular

disturbance is of a serious nature, or why would there be so many high

ranking officials around the institution? Pictures of inmates being

moved, fr isked, or guarded, show the public not on).y that the inmates

are different, but that this is a state of alert where all precautions

must be taken. Pictures of hostages, inmaLe spokesmen, guards, and

negotiators, all tend to reveal both the seriousness and the confLict

whích are present in a prison riot.

It may be noted that no mention has yet been made of the fourth

largest group of pictures, those which focus on the peniteniiary

buildings which are not damaged. How do these photos fit into the motif

of seriousness and conflict? Before discussing them, a nore exact

description of their nature should be given. Many of these were the

first pictures released while a riot was still in progress or shortly

after it had occurred, and photographers were not allowed inside.

Therefore, these photographs show items like the front gate, tops of

various buildingsr o! an aerial shot giving the layout of the

penitentiary. In these cases damage was seldom visible but it was the

best a photographer could do with the restrictions the authorities had

imposed. In fact, oD several occasions photographic equipment rqas

confiscated and the individuals interrogated, while trying to record

events on film. Therefore, while lhese photographs did serve to locate

an event at a particular place, the main reason for their prominence is

the fact that the authorities do not usually allow immediate access to

the press. Supportive of this position is the fact that nrany of these
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photographs have 'Ieading' captions aLtached such as: "Despite Lhe calm

exterior...","Behind these grim grey wa11s...", or "Despite apparent

order, this rvas the scene...". These are captions which tell the viewer

not to berieve what s/he sees. They try to lead the individual to a

deeper, more 'accurate' understanding not only of the picture but the

entire event. This group of pictures is not the only one with this

occurrence of leading captions. while almost all (93.'1e") of the

pictures had some sort of caption, 43.49o of the pictures had captions

which l,iere considered leading (i.e., presented inf ormation which was not

in the picture, or offered an interpretation of the photo). crearly if
the philosopher rlas right and a picture is worth a thousand words, the

press l¡ants to ensure its readers get the'correct'thousand words.

In review, the data show that while the subjects in the pictures

change, there are similar themes being presented. while nearly

one-quarter of the pictures reflect the damage done to the institution,
a clear indication of the seriousness and conflict, these two themes are

present in the nature of almost all of the pictures. Even with the

deletion of the category of non-damaged penitentiary buildings, the

total using only the single-focus pictures ,(67uo¡, stirl exceeds the

criteria set out earlier. Therefore, it can be concluded that the

majority of the pictures are supportive of the hypothesis, combining to

present the themes of seriousness and conflict.
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3,4.4.6 Srtmnary

Having considered each of the five aspects individually, are there

any patterns present and do these support the hypothesis? first of all,
these indicators suggest that the largest single group of stories have

as their sl-ant the actions and statements of figures in authority. Over

one-third (33.9q") of the headlines and two-fifths (40.5e") of the stories

fall into this group. Furthermore, over one-third (34.6e.) of the

stories contain quotes by a warden or his assistants, while an

additional one-thirð (29.6>.) of the articles also have quotes from the

warden's superiors. The data also reveal that over 51e" of the total

number of quotes were from those designated as correctional authorities.

Second1y, the indicators illustrate that there is a second group of

stories that focus on the effects on the riot. One-quarter Q5.1e.) of

the headlines and one-fifth Q1.1%) of the articles had this as their

major focus. The effect which received the rnost coverage was the damage

which was done by inmaLes. In fact, this rvas the most dominant specific

focus of them aIl. Damage was the focus of over one-tenth ('11e") of the

headlines and articles and accounted for nearly one-guarter of the

pictures.

Thirdl-y, the data also support the craim that the inmates' side of

the conflict was not frequently reported. Slightly less Lhan one-fifth

of the headlines (19.8e") and articles (16.5e") had as their focus the

description of inmates, while 88s" of the artictes did not consult the

inmates in reporting the inmates' views. Further, in more than one-haIf

of the articles where an inmaLe expressed his views, someone e1se,
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usually an authority figure, gave his understanding of what the inmates'

views and concerns were. Add to this the fact that inmates were quoted

in only slightly more than one-tenth (10.8e") of the articles, and the

conclusion must be that inmates receive substantialty less coverage than

the authority figures.

Finally, with respect to the implicit reasoning of the articles, the

data reveal approximately two-fifths (39.2e.) of the articles r.lere

considered to have probl-ems in the structure of their presentation.

Similiarly, two-fifths (43.4%) of the pictures were considered to have

captions which were leading in nature. It is certainly significant that

in both cases (ttre articles and the picture captions), there was a

substantial portion of the data which had to be classified as

incomplete, complicated, inconsistent, and speculative in nature.

. In general, the lndicators used to determine the slant of the

articles provided results which are supportive of the hypothesis. While

there is not a single narrow focus r+hich reoccurs in the majority of

the articles, there are patterns which run through the reporting of all
22 rioLs. Às has just been summarized, these patterns are supported by

the various indicators used.

3.4.5 Conclusions on Hvpothesis f,1

Having looked at each of Lhe four indicators: 1) Stated causesì 2)

the reporting of guard brutality; 3) the placing of the story into a

historical or larger context; and 4) the overall slant of the articl.e,

what can be concluded about the first tiypothesis? Do the data support
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the claim that in the reporting of Canadian prison riots the media will
portray riots in a homogeneous fashion in terms of the causation and

nature thereof? using the criteria set out earrier, whereby results

which show commonal.iLy in over 51so of the cases will be considered

supportive of the hypothesis, the answer must clearly be yes. Most of

the indicators investigated provided some evidence which supported the

hypothesis. One found that two-thirds of the articles failed to give

the reader an explanation of rvhy the inmates were rioting. while

certainly an unexpected finding, the prominence of not reporting a cause

supports the hypothesis. 0f the remaining articles where a cause was

given' one quarter of then, or ||eo of the total number of articles,
listed the cause exclusiveLy under the Category of inmates acting out,

another 4.8% of the articles listed this type of expl-anation as a

partial cause. lühile the total number of articles where this type of

explanation was given is only somewhat larger than the total number

stating conditions or privileges as part of the cause, the fact that

these explanations appear less than one-half as often as the only stated

cause, is significant.

unfortunately, the variable looking at guard brutality did not

contain sufficient cases to arlow for the testing of homogeneity.

However, the four articles which were found did posses some similarity
in how each reported the brutality: 1 ) The articles dealt with the

subject excrusiveLy at the level of allegations; 2) the focus of each

was the possibility of a cover-up by the authorities; and 3) the source

of the information was never th-e_correctional authorities.
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The data on the presence or absence of context also supported the

hypothesis, more than four-fifths (81e") of the articles failed to do

either. The facl that the dominant attribute is the absence of the

information in no way diminishes the support it gives the hypothesis.

The final indicator, that of the articles' overall srant arso

provided some support for the hypothesis. In one dimension of the

indicator (the focus of headlines and articles), support was not found

for the hypothesis as no single category comprised over 51% of the

stories. However, the data did show that three Categories (the actions

and statements of authorities, the efects of the riot, and the

description of inmates), were substantially more prominent in both

headlines and articres, than any other group. In combination these

three comprised 67.8v. of. the singLe-focus headlines and 67.5so of the

single-focus articles. This is a good indication that there is
commonality in the focus of headlines and articles. The dimension

investigating the presence or absence of inmates'views is supportivg of

the hypothesis of homogeneity. I.ihile approximately one-fifth of the

headlines and articles focus on describing the inmates, nany of these

articl-es are not autobiographical, 88eo of the articles do not have an

inmate presenting the inmate story, and only 1Oeo of the articles have

inmate quotes. The information collected on quotes shows that in 34.6%

of the articles, one found quotes by wardens, with 29,6e. containing

quotes by correction-related government officials, and'10.1eo containing

those of prison spokesmen. Further, the category of correctional

authorities comprised over 51e" of the total quotes. Hence, it is not

surprising to find that'inmates acting out'was the Category most often
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found as the only stated cause. It is after all consistent with the

corectional authorities'views on the nature of inmates to be inherently

trouble makers. It appears, therefore, that the data on who is quoted

is also supportive of the hypothesis. when assessing the photographs,

the finding that 67>, of the single-focus pictures clearly focus on the

seriousness and conflictual nature of the riot is very supportive of the

idea of comrnonality in the reporting of prison riots.

In summary, the combination of the indicators must be viewed as

suppportive of the hypothesis, as most of the data provided indicated

strong support for the existence of commonarity in the reporting. In

the reporting of canadian prison ricts, the media do portray riots in a

homogeneous fashion in terms of their causation and nature.

3.5 HYPOTHESIS

Ha: #2
in the reporting of Canadian prison riots, the correctional authoriLies
will act as the prirnary definers of the situation.

For this hypothesis the concept of primary definers is

operationalized in three ways. First, the frequency with which

different types of individuals are quoted and used to help define the

event. This indicator will be considered supportive of the hypothesis

if over 51eo of the articles contain quotes from correctional

authorities, and if they comprise over 51eo of the total number of

quotes. Secondly, how these quotes are used within the article (i.e.,

are there gadgets or devices attached which enhance, detract or

nisrepresent what is said, or the speaker). This indicator wilr be

TI{O
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viewed as supportive if the groups which comprise the correctional

authorities contain less gadgetry, and if the data show a qualitative

difference in the nature of the gadgetry (i.e., being supportive of and

enhancing the correctional authorities' quotes). Finally, the

relationship between the reported causes and the position the

correctional authorities have of the situation will be examined. This

indicator will be considered supportive if the correctional authorities'

quotes contain the highest percentage of reported causes, and the

majority (5'1e") of the singLe-cause articles report a cause which is

compatible with the views of the correctionat auLhorities.

3.5.1 Ouotes

The first variable is, who are the people who are most frequently

quoted in terms of: The percentage of articles in which their quotes

appear; their percentage of the total number of quotes; and also the

mean percentage they represent in each of the riot's quotes. I t was

explained earLier that the data on quotes are categorized into 12

Categories (these are laid out in Table 9, as are most of the data which

will be discussed below). Each of these 12 Categories represents more

than one individual. They represent the position, rank, or status

individuals have, which is most relevant within the context of the riot.
It is important to reiterate that 18e" ('108) of the articles did not have

any quotes' and therefore, the maximum number of articles any Category

could appear in is 82% (492). Further, this tendency is slightly skewed

towards the earlier riots, with the data indicating that not only is the

coverage of an earlier riot less likery to contain quotes, but lhat

their percentage of articles without quotes wiIl be higher.
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A
Tabl-e

Br ea kdown of ttho is Ouoted

# of stories with
1 or more quotes
from group

Tota1 # of
group quotes

total # of
quotes (3594)
9o Í1

¿3 .3 839

#of
9o

Wardens and his assistants
Government officials related
to correct ions

Prison Spokesmen
(Correctional authorities ) 1

Guards & Staff
I nmat es
Government officials who are
non-correction related

C.A.C./ negotiators
Extra HeIp
Ex-convicts
Firemen, Doctors, Chaplains
Outside Experts
0thers

34.6

29.6
'10.s

(57.s)
14 ,1
10.8

8.8
6.3
6.1
c,

3.8
2.3

1 3.3

207
54

192
67

stor ies rc02)
n

208

178
64

(346)
85
65

53
38
37
31
23
13
81

20.6 741
'1 ,7 ' 277

(s1.5) (18s7)
1 0.3 372
8.5 305

s.6 200
s.8
1.5
5.3
1.9
2.5 89
7 ,0 250

Too. o 35q4-

r This Category represents an amalgamation oÍ the three above Categories.

The data presented in Tab1e 9 show that two of the Categories were

considerably more prominent than the others. Quotes which are

attributed to wardens or their assistants are found in 34.6c" of the

articles, comprising 23.3% of the total number of quotes, with a mean of

46.3% of the quotes per individuar riot. Quotes from government

officials who are

Category. They are

related to corrections are the second largest

found ín 29.6eo of the articles, conprise 20.6e" of the

total number of quoles, and have a mean of 24.3e" of the quotes per riot.
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The prominence of these first two Categories is best indicated when one

considers the frequencies of the third Largest, those attributed to

guards and staff. This Category is quoted in only 14,1>" of. the

articles' comprises 10.3eo of the total- number of quotes, and have a mean

of 11.7eo of the quotes per riot. Table 9 also shows that inmates (ttre

Category perhaps most 1ikeIy to have a different interpretation of the

event than the correctional authorities) are quoted in only'10.8e" of the

articles. SimiJ.arly, of those Categories which may have different

definitions of the situation from the correctional- authorities, all are

quoted relativeJ.y infrequently: c.A.c. members in 6.3%; ex-convicLs in

5.3%; and outside experts in only 2.3eo of the articres. It does appear

that the press did not seek out, or at least did not choose, to quote

these Categories.

The question may be raised that evidence has been offered on the 12

Categories but none of these Categories is entitled 'correctional

authorities'. I.lho then are the correctional authorities? The definition

which has been chosen is somewhat conservative: Correctional

authorities for the purpose of this thesis includes those individuals

rvho are involved in the administration of correctional policy or

represent the administration to the public. Therefore, in relation to
the 12 Categories, correctional authorities include those government

officials who are related to corrections, the warden and his assistants

and the prison spokesmen. While it is recognized that the guards and

staff are an important part of any institution's personnel, they will
not be considered as part of the correctional authorities. Using this

definition, the prominence of the correctional authorities is easy to
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document. Table 9 clearl-y shows the prominence of the quotes from

correctional authorities. Well over one-haIf (57.5e") of lhe articles

contain quotes from the correctional authorities, over 4 times as many

as those which quote guards and other staff. Correctional authorities

also make up over one-half (51.6%) of the total number of quotes, over 5

times as many as the next group. Correctional authorities also have a

mean of 83.9e" of the quotes per riot. The data also indicate that

inmates were quoted less than one-sixth as often. Further analysis of

those articles quoting inmates reveals that in over two-thirds (67.7e")

of them, there are also quotes from correctional authorities. Hence,

there is strong evidence that this indicator supports the hypothesis.

In as much as the correctional authorities are quoted in the majority of

the articles and comprise over 51s" of the quotes, they serve as the

prirnary definers of the situation.

3,5,2 Gailqetrv Devices

The second variable to be considered is how the guotes are used in

articles. This involves recording any gadgets or devices which are

attached to the quotes, which enhance, detract or misrepresent the

speaker, or what they say. The first device to be considered, (shown in

Table 10), is whether there is a name given to which the readers can

attach the quote.

In Table 10 it appears that Lhe numbers in the first column do not

support the hypothesis. While the percentages are high for 'ex-convicts'

and'inmates', so too are those for the categories of 'extra herp',

'guards and staff', and'other'. Even the 18% of the warden's guotes,

and
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A Breakdown

À) Extra Help
B) Innates
C) Wardens & his assistants
D) Government officials who are

related to corrections
E) Guards & Staff
F) Prison spokesmen
c) C.À.C./ Negotiators
H) Firemen, Doctors, Chaplains
I) Government officials who are

non-correction related
J) Ex-convicts
x) outside Experts
l) others

Table '1 0

of Gadqetrv in Ouotes

eo of art icles
with quotes
with gadgets

% of quotes which
are unidentified

44 .4
34.9
18. 0

3.0
29.0
14.1
6.8
5.9

2.0
7 4.0
10.1
34.4

9o of
wi th

art icles
quotes

1 0.8
43.1
18.8

21.9
38.8
14,1
42.1
30.4

34. 0

38.7
38. 5
23.5

which are unidentified, seerns high compared to the 2% of the

non-correction related government officials. Since the quotes from

wardens and prison spokesmen are a part of those which have been

designated as correctional authorities, the expectation was for them not

to have large percentages of their quotes unidentified. Perhaps a more

detailed examination of the Categories will explain why this apparent

anomaly occurred. Às the Tab1e indicates, the Category identified as

'ex-convicts' has the highest percentage of unidentified quotes, Q4e"),

Because Logic would dictate that these individuals wish to maintain

their anonymity this result is not suprising. The status of being an
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ex-convict is not one an individual usually wishes to broadcast. Due to

this status, they and their famities encounter enough obstacles in terms

of empJ.oyment and social stignra that they do not need to advertise it.
Their desire for anonymity can best be understood as an attempt to

ensure that their 1ife, and the lives of their families, do not suffer

any more because they are ex-convicts.

It is also surprising that the category 'extra herp' has the second

largest percentage (aa.a%) of unidentified quotes. This also applies to

the Category'guards and staff', which has the fourth largest percenLage

(29e"). Surely if placed on a continuum one woul-d expect that the views

these tvro groups have of the situation would be closer to that of the

correctional authorities than those held by the inmates, yet there is

this large number of unidentified quotes.

The explanation which perhaps best explains this phenomenon also

rests with a desire for anonymity on the part .of the speaker. In a

number of the riots there are statements which referred to the existence

of a policy forbidding the respective superiors of the guards and

military men to talk with the press. However, these men who have been

on the inside are, in many cases, the exact men the press wants to talk

to. Therefore, the guards and some of the military are willing to talk

to the press about their experiences but do so at the insistence that

their names not be used. The press then attaches loose designations to

the quotes, such as; "a guard on duty when...said"; or "a veteran of

numerous battles is of the opinion that".
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While this helps to clarify part of the table, what about the

categories of the warden and prison spokesmen? certainly they are not

rest,ricted by policy or fear of sanctions from identifying themselves,

yet they also appear somewhat higher than the other groups. The only

explanation which can be offered here rests with the nature of the data

(i.e., the distinction between unidentified and identified). The major

distinction is whether or not the quote is attached to an individual's

name' the identification of an individual merely by position is not

sufficient. Therefore, when a quote is attributed simply to the prison

spokesman, the warden, the warden's assistant, or the office of the

warden, it is classified as unidentified. i,thile the data collected do

not allow the production of quantitative figures to support or oppose

this explanation, the author's familiarity Trith the original articles

and recollections of trying to establish a consistent coding pattern,

suppori this as a possible explanation. The following are some of the

frequently found 'partially identified' individuals to whom quotes were

attributed: Àn army source said...; An R.C.M.p. officer infornred...; A

prison offical said...; À canadian Penitentiary spokesman stated...; À

senior corrections officer replied...; Àuthorities believe...; À guard

coming off duty said... while all of these do to a varying extent

identify the speaker, they were all classified as unidentified because a

reader could not determine exactly who it was that was being quoted.

This leaves the Category of inmate quotes. Às the hypothesis would

suggest, the inmates whose definition of the siLuaiion differs from the

correctional authorities; have a large share of their quotes

unidentified. The question then is whether this is by their choice or
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not. Unlike those extra help and guards which are quoted, the articles

do not contain any hint that there is a formal policy forbidding inmates

to talk with the press, this despite the fact that the opposite is true.

The argument may be made that like the ex-convicts, they desire to

maintain their anonymity so as not to make life any harder on themselves

or their families. Consistent with this view is the possibility that

while they were willing to participaLe in the collective actions of the

inmates, lhey still had a strong desire to naintain personal anonymity.

Ànother fact which needs to be considered is the type of inmate quote

which is unidentified. Those inmate quotes which are given at a formal

press conference are not usually the ones which are unidentified.

Typically, it is those gained from brief encounters and chance meetings

with the press which are not fully identified. In sone cases one of the

conditions of a press Lour of the institution is that there are no

questions and no talking to the inmates. Any contact with the inrnates

is risky and therefore brief. The quotes are often not of the

traditional interview styIe. Not only are formal introductions foregone,

the information is screamed or shouted at the press as a group, not

given to individual reporters as a response to specific questions. In

these situations the correctional authorities wish to separate inmates

from the press, and it is plausible that this contributes to the large

number of unidentified quotes. Therefore, whiJ-e these data do not

support the hypothesis, the argument has been made that this is

primarily due to the nature of the indicator.

The second column in Table 10 provides information which tends

support the hypothesis. The three groups which are designated

to

AS
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correctional authorities are among the lowest in ternrs of articles whose

quotes have gadgets and devices, and inmates are the Category with the

highest percentage. The one noLicable exception to this is that the

lowest percentage (10.8e") belongs to the Category of "extra heIp", not

part of those designated as correctional authorities. One possible

explanation for this lack of attached gadgetry is the fact that 70e" of

their quotes revolved around the reporting of two rather straight

forward þieces of information:'1) what their official role is to be; and

2) who and how many of them are there. while this information relates

to the event, it is interesting that it is principally information about

the extra help, not the institution or the riot itself.

The data also suggest that there are qualitative differences in the

nature of the gadgetry. The quotes of inmates are more likely to have

gadgets attached which detract and misrepresent, whereas those attached

to correctional authorities are more J.ike1y to enhance or be supportive

in nature. The following are a few examples of the devices attached to

inmate quotes which detract fronr their credibility: 1) In the Saskatoon

Star-Pheonix July 12, '1955 an article appeared which reported several of

the comments inmates had shouted at the press as they toured the

institution at Prince À}bert. Àfter the last comment vras reported it
was stated that these were the lighter remarks and that others had been

made which were not fit to be printed. 2) The Montreal Gazette on

October 1, 1971 ran an article which contained an interview with an

inmate, Paul Rose. Prior to the interview and sprinkled throughout vras

the informaton that Mr. Rose was in prison, in isolation, for the

kidnapping and murder of Pierre Laporte. 3) the Monlreal Star on
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October 1, 1975 recorded an inmate's views that the inmates had all
intentions of remaining peaceful during their protest until they were

forced by the correctional authorities. However, directty following was

a postscript that this view was in direct opposition to the view held by

the warden.

By way of conparison the following are examples of devices attached

to correctional authorities quotes which were viewed as supportive: 1)

The Montreal Gazette on August 16, 1954 contained this quote which,

while not embelished, does contain additional information which supports

his claim. "One official with 30 years experience said that he had

expected trouble for the last month. " 2) The Toronto Globe & Mail on

August 17, 1954 reinforced what a prison official had stated concerning

the cause of a fire by following it up with a supportive quote by the

fire marshal. 3) The Toronto Star in an article on Àpri1 19, 1g7i

prefaced a quote from the assistant warden with, "Ass. Warden Babcock a

crew-cut scoutmaster after long hours at the penitentiary with little
sleep when asked his p1ans..."

0f the gadgets attached to inmate quotes, 32,4eo serve to discredit

either the information being presented or the speaker, compared to Oeo of

such gadgets found with the quotes of the correctional authorities.

conversely, only 11% of the gadgetry attached to inmates quotes

qualifies as supportive of either the information being presented or the

speaker, while 26.3e. attached to the correctional authorities quotes is

so classified. It is important to note that the 32.4e" of negative

gadgetry attached to inmate quoLes is the highest percentage of any

group. The second largest percentage belongs to the quotes of
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have less than 6% negative

In reviewing the information on the gadgetry, the evidence is not

extremely clear. As explained, with regard to the degree to which

quotes are unidentified, the evidence is somewhat unclear. While the

resul-ts show that the Categories which vrere expected to, do have large

numbers of unidentified quotes, nevertheless some of the Categories not

expected to, aLso have large percentages. This phenomenon can best be

explaineC by the fact that there is an intervening variable (i.e., the

fact ihat the guards and many of the military personnel are in

subordinate positions). }Jhile this is clearly an indication of the

correctional authorities attempting to control the flow of information

to the media, this variable does not distinguish the correctional

authorities from the other Categories of quotes.

With reference to the quality of the gadgetry, the evidence is more

supportive of the hypothesis. Nct only do correctional authorities tend

to have less gadgetry, they have very littIe negative gadgetry.

Conversely, inmate quotes have the largest percentage of gadgetry, and

over one-third of it is negative. The quantity and the nature of the

gadgetry and devices aLtached to the different groups of quotes, as an

indicator, can be summarized as partially supportive of the hypothesis

that correctional authorities are the primary definers.
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3.5.3 Co¡uparison
Vievs

of ReporÈeil Causes anil Correclional ÀuthoriÈÍes'

The final indicator to be considered is the relationship between the

reported causes and the position of the correctional authorities. To

briefly resÈate the position of the correctional authorities, it is

expected that their view of the riots' causes will tend to focus the

responsibility upon the inmates' nature, viewing them inherently as

problematic, unpredictable, Iooking for trouble, and acting in an

unjustifiable manner. The question then becomes Lwofold: 1) Are the

correctional authorities the most frequent source of reported causes;

and 2) are the most frequently reported causes those which are

conpatible with the correction authorities' definition of the situation?

Table 1 1

The Reported Causes Contained in Ouotes

Correctional authorities
Ex-convicts
I nmates
Government officials who are
non-correction related

Guards & Staff
Outside Experts
C.À.C./ Hegotiators
Extra HeIp
Firemen, Doctors, Chaplains
Others

90

29.9
)1 Â,

17 ,7

13.9
6,1
þ.1
0.8
0.0
0.0
5. '1

n

176
126
'104

82
35
30

5

0

0

30

100.0 s89
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the rnost frequently used source of

reported causes, a sl-ight problem was encountered in that not all- of the

reported causes are directly attributed to any one individual or group.

Therefore, it was decided that since identification of the source is

primary, the analysis would be conducted on those reported causes

contained in guotes. Tab1e 11 shows 589 of the quotes contained a

reported cause, of which the largest portion 29.9e. (176) are found in

the quotes of the correctional authorities. Ex-convicts have the second

largest group of reported causes , 21.4% (126) , while inmates provided

17,1eo (104), the third largest percentage. The non-correction related

government officials contributed the fourth largest share 13.9e" (82),

r+ith the rest of the Categories each containing less than 7eo of the

reported causes found in the quotes. Therefore, in answer to the first
question (who is the most freguent source of the reported causes?) the

evidence indicates that the correctional authorities are the most

frequently quoted source on the causation of the riot.

In considering the second question, it is important to recalt that

well over one-half (59.6e") of the articles contained no reported causes.

AIso some 2.5ro ( 1 5) simply stated the cause as mysterious and

undiscernible, while another 2e" (12) stated that there is no justifiable

cause. The causes were divided into four Groups: A) Conditions; B)

inmates acting out; C) privileges; and D) security and staffs quality

and actions. Those designated as Group'B'are defined as causes which

focus on the nature of the inmates either as a group or as individuals

who are inherently 'bad' (i.e., those who are always trying to escape

physically and/or psychologically through drugs and liquor, and cause
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trouble). This definition is similar to that which one would expect the

correctional authorities to have. As Tab1e 1 illustrates, in articles

where only a single cause is Listed, this group appeared most

frequently, in a total of 1 1e" of the articles (or 45.8s" of those

articles with a single reported cause). This percentage is more than

double the 5.1vo of single-cause articles which listed Group 'D'. Group

'B'causes are also the most frequently reported in terms of the total

number of articles in which they appeared 15.8% (or 44eo of. those

articles with a reported cause).

While these data tend to support the hypothesis, in that the causes

that appear most frequently are also the causes which most closely

paralle1 the viervs held by the correctional authorities, the case can be

made even stronger. When those articles which report the cause as

either a) mysterious and non-discernible, or b) that the inmates had no

justifiable cause (both of which are congruous with the interpretation

of the events that the correctional authorities have) are included, the

argument becomes even stronger. À reference to the cause is found in

243 of. the articles, of which 144 are single-cause articles. of these,

64.6e" (93) of them only report causal statements which are in agreement

with the definitions correctional authorities have of the situation.

It is now possible to answer the two questions raised earlier.

First, are the correctional authorities the most frequent source of

reported causes? Using only the reported causes which are provided in

article quotes (those easily and accurately identifiable), the answer

must be yes. Near1y one-third (29.9e") of the reported causes found in

the quotes belonged to the correctional authorities. Ex-convicts and
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accounting for 21.4Y.

Second, are the most frequently reported causes those which coincide

with the correctional authorities definition of the riot? Àgain the

answer must be yesz 64,6>. of. the singLe-cause articles express views

which are consistent with those held by correctional authorities. }jith

the quoles of the correctional authorities containing the largest

percentage (29.9v.) reported causes, and the majority (64.6>.) of the

single-cause articles reporting causes consistent with the position of

the correctional authorities, the evidence is highly supportive of the

hypothes i s .

3.5.4 Conclusions on Hvpothesis f,!

Having exami.ned each of the three indicators individually are the

correctional authorities the primary definers in the reporting of

canadian prison riots? Às with the first hypothesis, the answer appears

to be yes. Each of the three indicators provided evidence which is

supportive of the hypothesis. The first indicator reveaLed that the

correctional authorities are quoted in well over one-half (57.5e") of the

articles, three times as many as the next largest group, and they also

comprised over one-ha1f (51.6e") of the total number of quotes, more than

five times as many as the next largest group. The second indicator also

provided some support for the hypothesis. While the evidence relating

to the quantity of gadgeLry is only somewhat supportive, the information

on the qualitative nature of the gadgetry is very supportive. Nearly

one-third of the gadgetry attached to inmate quotes is negative in
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nature, detracting either from the credibility of the speaker or the

information provided or both. whereas, there is 0% of such gadgetry

attached to correctional authorities' quotes. ConverseLy, over

one-quarter (26.3e.) of the gadgetry of the correctional authorities is

positive, in that it enhances or is supportive. However, only one tenth

(11e") of the innrates' gadgetry is so classified. Finally, there is a

positive relationship between the reported causes and the viewpoint hetd

by the correctional authorities. The data indicate that the

correctional authorities are the Category to which reported causes could

most frequently be aLtributed. The data aLso indicate that the most

frequently reported causes are those which are congruent with the

definition held by the correctional authorities. Therefore, these data

collected on Canadian prison riots between 1932 - 1982 support the

hypothesis that the correctional authorities act as the primary definers

of the situation.
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SI'I.ÍMÀRY AND CONCIUSIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Having
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assess the

theory, âs
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data in terms of their implications
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done.
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4,2

4.2.1

THE FI}IDINGS AND HÀLLIS

The Social Proiluction

THEORY

of Ners

One of the major themes that Hall investigates in his study is the

role of the media in reporting and sustaining the moral panic

surrounding the crime of mugging in Britian during the '1970's. Hatl

begins his explanation of the role of the media by stating that news is

socially produced in three aspects. The first is the bureaucratic

organization of lhe media which produces news in specific types and

categories. That is, the media report and separate the news within set

categories and types (e.g., the British did not find the stories

reporting the muggings in the fashion section and the Canadian media do

not place news of prison riots in with the sports reports).

-98-
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of the news values which orders

these types and ranks stories within them. Therefore, while political

stories typically tend to be ranked as more important than sports or

fashion, there is also an internaL ranking within each type ( i.e.,
stories which are deemed more newsworthy, are more prominent, and

receive more coverage). In this regard, the present study found that

pictures and articles which focused on prison riots had a high internal

ranking. 0f the 231 newspapers which were examined, 24.7eo (54)

contained pictures on the front page. Two hundred and sixty-seven

(44.4e") of the articles were found on page one. Of those articles on

page one , 24,7e. ('7 4) ranked as the lead story of Lhe day, r+i th 52.8%

(141) of the page one articles ranking fourth or higher.

The third aspect is the 'moment of construction' of a news story.

While the present study gathered data on all three aspects of the social

production of news it was this latter aspect which commanded the

greatest attention. To fully understand why this is irnportant one must

recall which events are considered highly newsworthy; it is those

stories which involve the unexpected, the dramatic, human tragedy, the

powerful, have important conseguences or have national implications.

if the world is not to be represenled as a jumble of random
and chaotic events, then they must be identified (i.e., named,
defined, related to other events known to the audience), and
assigned a social context ( i.e. , placed within a frame of
meanings familiar to the audience).

(Hatt, 1978:s4)

Through this process of identification and contextualization the media

both assume and help to construct a'signification' of the event (i.e.,

it gives the event social meaning). This process of signification is

the method by which events are taken from the limbo of the random and

chaotic and placed within the realn of the 'meaningful'.
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in placing the event within the range of known social and cultural

meanings, reporters rely on the existing curtural 'maps' of the social

world. Hall argues, "as members of one society we share a common

stock of cultural knowledge with our fellow man: we have access to the

same 'maps of meanings' (Hall, 1978:55). The key assumption of this

argument is that society is primarily consensual in nature. There are

fundamental interests, values and concerns which are shared, which these

maps reflect and embody. Through social identification, cl-assification,

and contextualization, events which are random and chaotic are

manipulated to fit these cultural'maps'and hence, made intelligible to
the public. Às Hall states:

Ir] he media's mapping of problematic events within the
conventional understandings of society is crucial in two ways.
The media define for the majority of the population what
significant events are taking place, but, a1so, they oiter
powerful interpretations of how to understand these events.
implicit in those interpretations are orientations towards the
events and the people or groups involved in them. (emphasis in
original )

(Hatt, l97B:57)

4,2,1,1 Primary Def iners

Having proposed an explanation of how problematic events which

confront society's expectations of consensus are manipulated to fit into

the established 'maps of meanings', HaIl next addresses the dovetailing

which occurs between the ideas of the powerful and the ideotogies

espoused by the media. To help exprain how the media, in their process

of signification cone to reproduce Lhe definitions of the powerful, Hal1

introduces the concepts of primary and secondary definers. Ha11 argues

that rvhile the media are in part helping to construct these definitions,
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in many cases the media are not the primary definers of the event. In

this process of signification the media, rargely due to structural

limitations,ls are forced into a secondary role whereby they reproduce

the definitions of others. HaIl refers to these others as the'primary

definers', those who are accredited because of institutional power,

position, 'representative' status, or expertise. Using Beckers' concept

of a'hierarchy of credibility'Hall- states that there is

the likelihood that those in powerful or high-status positions
in society who offer opinions about controversial topics will
have their definitions accepted, because such spokesmen are
understood to have access to more accurate or more specialized
information or¡ particular topics than the majority of the
populat i on .

(Hail., 1978¡58)

In his study of mugging HaJ-l found that the media relied heaviLy on the

State's central agencies of social control (the poJ-ice and the courts).

Simi).arIy, in their reporting of Canadian prison riots the media relied

on t.he information and definitions presented by the correctional

authorities. Thus, the correctional authorities' quotes appeared in the

largest percentage of stories (57.5e"), comprised the most frequently

quoted Category (51.6e"), and contained the largest share of reported

causes Q9.9'.,) .

in large part, HaII felt that the primary role that the police played

in defining the mugging drama was a result of their unique

double-expertise, a situation which closely parallels the role of the

correctional authorities. Due to their professional expertise and

18 The structural limitations referred to here are the conflicts the
media experience between lheir professional demands of impartiality,
balance, and objectivity and the daity demand of having stories
ready. These combine to produce a system whereby the media rely
heavily on those people in
access to information.

powerful positions or have privileged
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is formed which gives these

groups an especially authoritative status. Ha11 argues that while many

professional groups have contact with crime and criminals, the police

seem to be the only, or the primary, definers of information. The

present research on Canadian prison riots tends to be supportive of this

concept of a double-expertise. In penitentiaries the correctional

authorities are the group which possesses the personal and professional

expertise and like the po).ice, they are the major group defining the

event. The correctional authorities, Iike the police (only at a later

stage), are invested with the ultimate political and administrative

responsibility for those who have chosen to challenge the established

social order. In addition, the correctional authorities, because of the

closed nature of the prison, are able to control the information the

media have acess to. This concept of limited access is one which HaIl

mentions but does not deal with in detail since the day to day workings

of the police tend to be more in the public eye than the happenings

inside prisons. (rtris will be discussed more fully in a later section

on opposing definitions. )

It appears Lhat the correctional authorities offer an almost

archetypal illustration of Hal1's concept of primary definers: They are

the representitives of the state; they are in positions of power; they

possess professional and personal expertise; and they control

information through right of access. Having found evidence to support

Hall's contention that primary definers do exist, how do they affect how

the news is reported?
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Hall states:

The mass media are not the on1y, but they are among the most
powerful, forces in the shaping of public consciousness about
topical and controversial issues. The signi.fication of events
in the media thus provides one key terrain where 'consent' is
rlon or lost." (Emphasis in original)

(HaIt , 1978-.220)

The role of the primary definers is to ensure that this process of

signification is supportive of the desired consensus of the state and

the ruling class. .The initial and perhaps most important step taken by

the primary definers to achieve this goal revolves around how the topic

is labelled and the social context it is given. By permitting the

primary definers to establish the initial definition or interpretation

of the topic (i.e., set the terms of reference) a situation is created

where they have a very decisive advantage. Àny arguments in opposition

to this definition are forced to first address the primary definers and

challenge the predominant definition of what is the issue. Às Harl

points out, any contributions which stray from this established

framework are open to the charge that they are not addressing the

problem.

In the reporting of prison riots the correctional authorities have a

number of additional advantages which herp to ensure that their

definition of the situation is not only the primary, but often the only

interpretaÈion given. To begin with, they operate within a total

institution largely outside the realm of lhe public's experience. The

prison is also a closed institution, where the correctional authorities

are the initial 'gatekeepers' (both metaphorically and literalty) of

information concerning the evenL. They control not only the information

they give the media, buL also the access lhe media has to inmates and to

a degree even the correctional st.aff.
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The effect of this primary reliance on the correctional authorities

can clearly be seen in how the articles are set up. The statements and

actions of the authorities were the focus of 33.Aeo of the headlines, and

40.5e" of the articles. 0f the 56 papers with a picture(s) on the front

Pa9e, over 70eo used more space for riot-related pictures than print.

The data also show that the quotes of the correctional authorities

seldom have gadgetry attached which is negative, while positive gadgerty

is common. The opposite is true for the quotes of inmates.

Àn example of the advantage which can be gained by setting the terms

of reference occurred during the rash of riots in 1975. The Public

Service Àl1iance of Canada, representing the correctional staff as able

to define as one of the key issues the 'existence' of a nation wide

conspiracy between inmates and members of the different Citizen Advisory

Committees to destroy all federal correctional institutions. The

possibility of such a conspiracy not only ir"n u lot of initial media

attention, but in subsequent articles the correctional authorities,

Members of Parliament, inmates, and C.À.C. members, due to the

seriousness of the charge, lrere forced to address this problem which now

was defined as a key issue. In so doing, the attention was removed from

the inmates' concern over conditions, privileges and unfair treatment by

staff, and turned towards the 'threat' these people posed to the

existing social order.

4,2,1.2 Counter-definitions

In trying to gain a

definer and why they are

better grasp of what constitutes .a primary

succesful in having their views reproduced by
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consider why other definitions fail to

be reproduced. Clear1y the correctional authorities are not the onLy

group which possesses expertise in the area of dealing with criminals.

There are agencies such as The John Howard Society and The Salvation

Army who have experience dealing with convicts. There are also

institutes of Criminology across Canada where individuals work and study

in the area of Criminology. However, these individuals and their

expertise are seldom, if ever, used to either corroborate or challenge

the views of the correctional authorities. While in part this may be

due to Hall's previously discussed concept of double-expertise, it in no

way explains why the media fail to represent others physically present

and involved in the event. if in fact their physical presence is part

of what makes correctional authorities the primary definers, rvhy are Lhe

inmates not the primary definers or at l-east challenging the definitions

presented by the correctional authorities?

The answer is threefold: 1) In most cases the inmates are not in

positions to determine who they see or talk to. Even in situations

where they control a large portion of the institution, the correctional

authorities have ultinrate control over access to the media. 2) fne

generation of counter-definitions depends heavily on the existence of

organized and articulate sources. In those riots where the inmates were

able to gain sone leverage (usually a hostage), and presented themselves

as an organized group, they were usually more successfull in using the

media to air their grievances. Às Hall states¡ "In the absence of an

alternate definition, powerfully and articulately ptoposed, the scope

for any reinterpretation of crime by the public as an issue of concern
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is extremely limited" (gatl, 1978:69). 3) prison riots (and crime in

general) are less open Lhan other issues to competing and alternate

definnitions. Not only are convicts typically not organized, they are

not viewed as ').egitimate' by society.

By virtue of being criminals they have forfeited the right to
take part in the negotiation of the consensus about crime...
By and large, the criminal, by his actions, is assumed to have
forfeited , along with other citizenship rights, his 'right to
reply' ...

(Hatt , 1978t69)

Unlike the negotiation of consensus that is found between union workers

and management, or the opposing sides of an important issue before city

hal-I, in the reporting of prison riots the primary definers offer an

interpretation which is consistent with the consensus and little if any

reinterpretation occurs. The primary definers are seldorn challenged

because their definition is consistent with the established consensus,

and inmates fail to act as definers because they lack power and

legitimacy.

4.2.1.3 The Role of Violence

Another concept which HaIl investigates is the role that violence

plays in the reporting of events which challenge the social order. In

as much as crime is news because its treatnent marks a major boundary of

society ( i.e. , it demarcates what society views as legitimate and

institutionaLized means of action), violence is reporLed because it
represents a fundamental rupturing of the social order. "The use of

violence marks the distinction between those who are fundamentally of

society and those who are outside i t. It is coterminous wilh the

in original ) (Hatt , 1978:68 ) .boundary of 'society' itself" (emphasis
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1n the process of signification, Ha11 argues that there are severaf

boundaries or thresholds which symbolically mark out the limit of

societal tolerance. The higher an event ranks in the hierarchy of

thresholds the greater is the response which can be expected because of

the perceived threat to the social order. The lowest level is the

threshold of 'permissiveness', this involves events which contravene

traditional moral norms. The next leve] of events are those which break

the ''Iega1' threshold of society. This boundary marks the blurred areas

of moral disapproval and destinquishes the illegal from that which is

moral).y disapproved of. The threshold of 'violence' is the final

boundary. It is the outer ]imit of societal tolerance as these acts

(u.g., terrorism, murder, treason, robbery with violence, etc. ) pose a

threat to the fundamental basis of social order.re

Prison riots are clearly events which have been signified as having

crossed this threshold of violence. therefore, it is not suprising that

53.2e. (320) of the articles have at least one paragraph which describes

the damage done by the inmates during the riot. Further, the concept of

violence manifested through themes such as the damage done, the

possibility of escape, the threat to hostages, injuries, and the need

for extra security are also the themes which are most prominent in the

headlines, articles and pictures.

1e Hall argues that while many of these acts are violent by any
definition, one also needs to include the whole range of "political
acts which do not necessarily espouse or lead to violence, but which
are thought of as'violent'because of the fundamental nature of the
challenge they make to the state. such acls are armost arways
signified in terms of their potential for social violence (violence
heie being almost a synonymnEr extreñGnr)FTmprrãffi original)
(rratt , 19782224) .
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The prinary definers are very successfut in portraying rioting

inmates as having crossed the threshold of violence and hence as a

threat to the fabric of society. This is not exclusively a function of

the fact that the correctional authorities are the primary definers. It
is also because the state has a monopoly on the legitimate use of

force.20 So critical is the defence of this threshold that the state,

through íts agencies of social control, is permitted the use of force to

protect society from the illegitimate users of violence. Therefore,

while prisoners in the act of rioting are seen as a threat and an

expense to society and are condemned for using ill-egitinate means and

acting outside the interests of society, the force the authorities use

on the inmates is viewed as a legitimate response to the situation and

is only questioned in the most extreme cases.

In the transgression of this threshold there also exists a 'rational

calculus'. In those situations where there is an equitable balance

between the end and the violence required there is an increased chance

that this violence may be viewed by some portions of society as rational

and legitimate. This situation is heavily dependent on the organization

of the group comnitting the violence and the strength of the consensus

on that issue. Unfortunately for the inmates, they are typically poorly

organized and the consensus they are fighting is unusually pervasive.

In their situation the opposite effect occurs, the relationship between

the violence and the gains dppears to society to be vastly

20 To aid in the distinction between those who have crossed the
threshold of violence and the protecting authorities, âD important
senantic change occurs. The term violence is seldom linked to the
actions of legitimate authorities, rather their legitimacy is denoted
by substituting the lerm force for violence.
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disproportionate, and hence their actions are labelled as irrational.

After all, who trashes their house over dry cigerattes or takes a

hostage because of reduced library privileges?

In summary, inmates do not have an active role in defining the

situation for both structural and systemic reasons. Structurally they

lack power: They are physically restricted from contacting the media;

and they are also typically poorly organized. Systemically they lack

legitimacy: As a group they are inarticulate; they are on the outside of

society; and through the act of rioting they have crossed a critical
boundary which society uses to define itself. Through the use of

violence they have opened themselves up to the charge that they are a

threat to society, capable of only irrational actions.

4,2,2 Àreas of Controversy

4.2.2.1 The RoIe of Experts

In trying to assess the adequacy of HaIl's theory of how the media

report prison riots in Canada there vrere also findings which ran

contrary to Hall and those which raised further questions he failed to
address. Àn initial area of uncertainity revoÌves around Hall's

designation of the role of 'experts' as definers. In addition to

accredited representatives of major social institutions (those who

represent the people, or organized interest groups), Hall sLates that

another "'accredited source' is 'the expert' : his calling - the

'disinterested' pursuit of knowledge not his position or his

representativeness, confers on his statement 'objectivity' and

'authority"' (ttatt, 1978:58). However, in the discussion of crine news
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it is stated that due to the'double expertise'and cl-osed nature of the

topic, police spokesmen have a near monopoly on defining the event.

Similarly, the research on prison riots found that the correctional

authorities are the primary definers. À significant finding which

paral-lels Hall's work is that'experts'do not play an important role in

defining prison riots. OnIy 2.2>" (13) of the articles contained quotes

from outside experts in the area and as a group they comprised only 2.52"

(89) of the total number of quotes. The question then arises, why do

experts play such a minimal role in defining news in the area of crime

if they are used as primary definers in other areas?

Hall touches on this only briefJ.y as an addendum to his discussion on

why criminals are not used as primary definers. }ihile the agencies of

social control are the primary definers partly because of their

especially authoritative status, it is also due to the fact that crime

is less open to competing definitions. Hall is arguing that

counter-definitions, whether articulated by criminals or experts, are

almost totally absent because there already exists a very strong

consensus. if this argument is elaborated one would expect that on

those public issues where a consensus rras weak or still in the process

of negotiation, the role of experts would be greatly enhanced. However,

in situations where a consensus already exists, such as in the

understanding of prison riots, experts play a minimal role (a contention

the data support ) . Even those experts who are supportive of the

existing consensus receive minimum coverage as the consensus is so well

established that the media seldom have need of multiple references. The

implication of Hall's statement is that lhe role experts play as primary
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definers depends heavily on the existence,/non-existence of an

established consensus. Therefore, in situations where a strong

consensus exists and dominant definitons command the field of

signification relatively unchallenged, and counter-definitions are

almosi absent, expectations would be that the role of experts would be

minimal. Further, those experts that do contribute will be forced to

operate within the terms of reference set by the primary definers.

4,2,2.2 Duration of Coverage

in Policinq The Crises it is stated that the study of mugging in

Britian validates Galtung and Ruge's (in Cohen & young.1973:65)

hypolhesis that "once something has hit the headlines and been defined

as 'news', then it will continue to be defined as news for some time"

(Halt , 1978272). The initial problem I.¡ith this hypothesis is that the

variable 'some time' has not been operationalized. Neither Galtung and

Ruge nor HalI operationalize the duration of time they are referring to.

One can speculate, however, that Hall's concept of 'some time' rvas an

extended period because he refers to both the initial incident of

mugging through to and incLuding the trial. This is a time frame which

is nuch J.onger than the present study on prison riots would support.

Data collected on the duration of coverage indicates that the

newsworthiness of these events is relatively short, with 50,7e" (306) of

the articles occurring within the first three days of coverage and 91.2e.

(550) in the first ten.

Perhaps the key to understanding this disparity revolves around the

distinction between agencies which are highly visible and have frequent
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public contact, and those which are outside the public eye and have

limited contact. PoIice departments, unlike pentitentiaries, have a

well established system for dispersing information to the media. A

police wire provides the media with easy access to a daily allotment of

information of transgressions of the law which have occurred in the

public domain. The media do not by way of contrast, produce daily

information of what transpires at the local penitentiary.

Penitentiaries become newsworthy when something unusaul happens, and

usually that something involves violence. In these situations the media

flock to the institution only to find their access to information

severely restricted. The correctional authorities control who the media

talk to, and what is talked about. It should be remembered that for the

correctional authorities this is a time of crisis and regaining control

and reestablishing order are priorities which rank higher than giving

the media a story.

Another factor of Lhis which may play a part in the matter of a

story's duration revolves around the fact that the crimes that police

handle occur within the public's everyday wor1d. A mugging or robbery

may occur in a park or store in an area cfose to home or a place that

people are familiar with. There is also an innocent victim, an elenent

not typicaLly present in a prison riot. À victin is not only someone

who the public can feel sympathy for, s/ne is also the recipient of

ernpathy. From the perception of the public, it could have been

themselves who were the victims.

À final, more critical, explanation lies in the fact that Ha}l was

interested in a law-and-order campaign which was fueling the crime wave
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known as mugging. The key point here is that Hall was studying a

particular set of events which is not the norm. There is a discrepancy

in the findings on duration because he is attempting to generalize from

a particular pattern which is unique. The muggings Hall was studying

were not seen as isolated separate incidents of crime, rather they were

seen as part of the larger growing problem, that of the increasing

numbers of idle and potentially violent youths from non-white

backgrounds. In such a situation it is logical to assume that the

perceived existence of a mugging epidemic would result in a situation

where the duration of coverage is extended.

However, this should not be seen as the norm, most crimes do not stay

in the news for more than a few days, they are quickly and easily

explained within the established cul-tura1 'maps'. The robbery of a

7-El-even or the knifing outside a bar have occurred frequently enough

that there exists a shared understanding of what occurred. Unless these

events contain something which is. so out of the ordinary that they

cannot be placed within the established 'maps of meaniDgs', or

'normafized' (sudnow , 1 965), the coverage they will receive will be

relatively short.

4,2.2,3 The lgsue of Balance

Another aspect of Hall's lheory which does not appear Lo be congruent

with the present study revolves around the notion of balanced reporting

by the media. He argues that there are three professional rules which

help to guide the production of news, these are 'impartiality',

'objectivity', and 'balance'. The requirement of balance ensures that
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allowed to

present its case" (emphasis in original) (ttatt, 1978:58). Even though

this statement is immediately qualified by the disclaimer that the

structural relationship that exists between the media and the primary

definers allows the latter to set the terms of reference in which the

debate takes p1ace, the accuracy of the statement needs to be

questioned. The data do not support the notion of balanced reporting.

Correctional- authorities form the most dominant Category, being quoted

in 57.5% (346) of the articles and comprising 51.6eo (1857) of the total

number of quotes. By comparison, inmates were quoted in only 10.8% (65)

of the articles and formed 8.5e" (306) of the total number of quotes.

Outside experts, another Category which may be the source of

counter-definitions, rvas quoted in only 2.3e" (13) of the articles and

formed 2.5% (89) of the total number of quotes. The data also indicated

that there wes a difference in -the qualitative nature of the gadgetry

that was attached to rhe different Categories of quotes, with

correctional authorities receiving a large degree of positive supportive

gadgetry (26.3v"), while almost a third (32,4v.) of the inmates' gadgetry

served to discredit the information being presented. Therefore, the

data do not support HaIl's concept of balance in either a quantitative

or qualitiative sense.

Perhaps nore important is how Hall defines balanced reporting. By

adding the disclaimer the definition is reduced from a situation where

supposedly "each side is allowed to present its case" to one where only

those operating within the initial framework are heard. "Contributions

r+hich stray from this framework are exposed to the charge that they are
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'not addressing the problem"' (Halt, 1978:59). t+ithin this definition

of balance there is only room for very narrow debates, those which focus

on degree, not on definition. Here one finds the media covering both

correctional authorities and disgruntled guards as they debate the

necessity of extra or stronger security measures. There are reprints of

parliamentary debates which cenLre on whether inmates have it better

than some people on welfare, or if they should be forced to live with

the consequences of their actions. Occasionally, one finds a debate

over which mono-causal explanation is really why the inmates rioted.

What is not found are arguments vrhich look past mono-causaÌ

explanations, trying to connect the facts of the situation to the many

theories which exist, articles which are critical of the existing system

and focus on the systenic problems, radical reformation or even

abolition of the existing system. These are areas where silence is

maintained, these are the questions which are noL asked because they

faIl outside the established frane of reference, for to ask these

questions is to be labelled extremist and impractical, because these are

the questions which challenge the consensus. As Chomsky and Herman

(979) have shown, the media (through suppression of information and

seLf-censorship) play an important role in maintaining the dominant

consensus. Further, they also suggest that the application of the

'balance'approach is not in essence designed to encourage the free flow

of ideas, rather it exists as a means of refusing to perrnit the

distribution of views which chal-lenge the established consensus.

Similarly, Davidson (1986) found in his study of Canadian high school

textbooks that controversial issues such as prisons and the treatmenL of
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prisoners are not presented in a balanced fashion. "Typically the

contenLious issues are ignored or trivialized" (oavidson, 1986:3).

It appears, therefore, that in situations where a strong consensus

already exists the notion of a balanced reporting is somewhat of a myth,

and as a means of ensuring that counter-definitions are heard it is a

dismal failure. Whether this evaluation holds true in situations where

a strong consensus has not been established, one can only speculate.

Expectations, however, would be that in a situation where no single

definition dominated and the role of experts was increased one would

find a greater degree of balance in the reporting.

4.2,2.4 Findings on Social Context

Ànalysis of the reporting of prison riots in Canada indicates that

for the most part the media do noL place the event in context. One

exanrple of how they report events in an ahistorical manner can be found

in The Toronto SLar,Octobert 1976. On October 2nd,4th, sth, and 6th

the paper ran a set of feature articles which took an indepth look at

the broader Canadian penitentiary scene. These articles were vrritten by

Sydney Katz under the general title "The Crises in Canada's Prisons",

with each day's feature looking at different problems. The four main

topics which were discussed were: The question of the prisons' ability
to rehabilitate; the role and life of the guard; the prisoner's views of

the system and possible areas of changei and a discussion of the actual

purpose of prisons. 0n 0ctober 5th, 1976 MiIlhaven penitentiary

experienced a riot which was first reported in the press on October 7th.

In the subsequent arLicles on the riot no reference was nade to the
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in the feature articles that they

thernselves had just run. The riot was presented as an isolated incident

with no attempt to place it into the l-arger picture of the crises in

Canadian prisons. The vast majority of the articles examined in this

study, (81e") did not place the riot in an historical context or within a

discussion of the merits of incarceration. While this is a significant

finding it does appear to be incongruous with HalI's notion of

signification. The process of signification involves identification and

contextualization, the laLter being defined as the assigning of a social

context, or the placing of the article within a frame of reference which

is familiar to the audience (riatt, 1978). However, the anaLysis of the

articles on prison riots indicates that there is generaLly a tack of

context.

To understand the apparent contradiction it is essential to

understand Hall's definition of social context. Hall uses the concept

as the media do, an article is assigned to a social context in that it
is placed within a frame of meanings faniliar to the audience.

Therefore, in as much as the unusual, unexpected, or unpredicted are

placed within the range of known social or cultural identifications,

they have been assigned a social context. I,that HaIl fails to state is

that with this definition the 'known social or cultural identifications'

are in situations of a strong consensus synonynous with the definitions

of the primary definers. This contention is supportive of Gieber's

(1964) findings on the media's maintenance of consensus. The

appropriate mapping of an event is a major means by which the media

ensure that information which night upset the community consensus does
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the rcontext' in which an article is
successful means of reaffirming the

Chomsky and Herman (1979) illustrate this in their exanination of how

the media help to maintain the pretense of the United Slates as an

innocent bystander, rather than a sponsor and supporter of terrorism in

third world countries.

It is convenient to pretend that Guatemala, South Korea and
the Phillippines are "independent" in contrast to Rumania,
Poland, and Hungry which are puppets of the Soviet Union. In
this manner U.S. responsibility for terror in its sphere can
be disnrissed, while the Soviet Union's imposition of tyranny
and crushing of freedom in its sphere can be sanctimoniously
deplored. Given our role in creating and sustaining our
terror-prone clients, our training and suppì.y programs, our
continued support for them on all fundamentals, their relative
homogeneity and role in the U.S.-dominated globa1 economy,
their alleged independence and our posture of innocent and
concerned bystander must be taken sinrply as principles of
state propaganda.

By plac ing the art icles

(Chomsky & Herman, 1979217)

in the known contexts of ' free' versus

'satellite' countries, U.S.A. versus U.S.S.R. or 'police action' versus

'terrorism' the consensus of American neutrality is supported. If, as

in this project, Hall had defined social context in terms of an

article's comprehensiveness ( i.e., did the article investigate any

events which ocurred prior to the riot which may have been contributing

factors), scope (i.e., did the article present any discussion on the

merits of incarceration) , counter-definitions ( i.e. , did Lhe article

attempt to make sense of the riot in Light of the varied theories

available), Èhen the concept could have been used as an indicator of the

degree of consensus and the relative strength of various giJups of

definers. In those areas where the articles were typically superficial
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in their coverage, left large gaps in what they explained, and failed to

entertain alternative definitions, one might suspect Lhat a relatively

strong consensus existed. However, if the articles contained the

opposite - a highLy comprehensive, detailed, critical evaluation, and

presented various definitions - one would suspect that a consensus on

that issue had not been established and various groups were vying for

Lhe role of primary definers.

4,2.2,5 The NaÈure of Explanations Given

The final area to be discussed revol-ves around Ha11's understanding

of how events are explained in the media. Given the diversity of

theories dicussed in chapter one, the question was asked: Do the media

in Lheir coverage of riots take into account the competing explanations

or do they continually favour only one? In the discussion of how crime

is commonly explained Hall suggests that the focus is not on the "fuIly

coherent and adequately theorised explanations of crine" (Hall,

'1978:65). Rather the focus is on the the more fragmentary, incoherent

and contradictory forms of explanations, for

when the journalist, or the judge, or the members of the
ordinary public have to respond to, or explain, troubling
events, like 'mugging', they tend to draw, often in a
peicerneal and unreflexive manner, on social images, the 'ideas
of society', t,he sources of moral anxiety, the scattered
meanings which frame their everday experience in order to
construct, out of them, soc ial accounts which carry
credibilitY' 

(Hatr,1g7':165-166)

it is important to understand that each individual does not construct

these afresh or in isolation. Rather, they draw on the 'vocabulary of

motives' (uills.1967) which is already in existence as part of the

common language.
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The present study offers some support for this conceptualization of

how the media provides explanations. In their reporting of prison riots

the media do not tend to present complex explanations, nor do they rely

on the many theories social scientists have deveLoped. Rather, when a

cause is given it is often, as Hall states, fragmentary, incoherent, and

contradictory. Therefore, the causes which are commonly found are

simplistic and rely on preconstructed images the public has of prisons

and inmates, such as: Just a few trouble makers acting out; the riot

vras a cover up for an escape; problems rel-ating to tobacco products; the

poor quality of conditions; inmates want more priviLeges; etc. WhiLe

some of these may be significant factors in why the inmates chose to

riot, v¡ithout placing them into their larger context (an issue discussed

earLier) they tend to support and reinforce the negative images of

inmates the public holds.

The study of.how the media explain prison riots did, however, produce

a significant finding which a reading of HaIl's work did not suggest.

While those articles which did offer an explanation conformed to Hall's

assessment of how the media explain crime, in the majority of the

articles (çq.leo) no attempt was made to establish a cause or else it was

stated that there vlas no discernible or justifiable cause. In these

situations the public is left on its own to decide why the inmates

rioted. The reader who is basically ignorant of the correctional system

is forced to reJ.y on other information present in the article, and any

preconceptions or stereotypes s/he has about the nature of inrnates.

Though speculative, it is difficult to imagine how an ignorance of the

situation combined wilh a perponderance of social and psychological
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in an

The question may be asked, how is this possible, or why is it
tolerated? After all, is it not part of the media's job to answer all
five "w's"? The answer perhaps lies in the distinction between issues

where a strong consensus exists and Lhose stilL in the process of

negotiation. As has been argued, in the area of prison riots there are

few problems of consensus. Those who are the most likely to offer

counter-definitions lack the pov¡er to articutate them to Lhe publ-ic as

they are typically poorly organized and lack legitimacy. If the

counter-def initions were strong and chaLlenged the established

consensus one would expect that the media would then respond by

answering the question why, supporting the established consensus until

such time as the issue became one of public debate and a nev¿ consensus

was established. However, this is not the case as far as prison riots

are concerned. Here a strong consensus exists as evidenced by the lack

of outrage over the media not answering the question why. It is so well

established that the question why does not even need to be addressed;

after all, the public is ful-ly aware that it snolvs in Winnipeg, that

dogs bite, and prisoners riot; no explanation is required, it is the

nature of the beast.

For those agencies or individuals interested in prison reform t.his

has important implications. Before change can occur an awareness has to

be created, and for this to occur an issue has to become part of the

public's discourse. By not articulating an explanation of the event,

the primary definers have not opened themselves up for attack by those
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espousing counter-definitions. In renaining silent, not only has the

consensus been reaffirmed, the primary definers have also put the onus

on others to nrake this an issue which needs to be evaluated and a new

definition established. However, as l-ong as the question remains so

mundane that it does not even need to be asked, the possibility of

change is very minute.

Further, the existence of a strong consensus also has an effect in

terms of the direction that penal policy takes and where the money from

budgets is directed. À consensus which views prisoners as inherently

bad and uncontrollable is not likely to focus on major reforms. The

policy is likely to be one which moves towards stronger security and is

more custodial in nature. Budgets are less I i kely to fund

rehabilitation programs and inmate recreation facilities; rather the

expec+-ation would be that the money would be directed at increasing

security devices, building bigger stronger prisons and increasing staff

manpower. One can only conclude that in the face of such a pervasive

consensus the chance for J-arge scale prison reform or a reinterpretation

of prison riots is extremely smaII. Further, the first step to any such

change is to get the public to talk about it. If the questions remain so

nundane that they are never asked except in acaden¡ic circles, the

possibility of changing the established consensus moves from extremely

small to nonexistent.
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4.1 FI'RTHER RESEÀRCH

Having found a high level of support for HaIl's theory, there are

still more guestions which need to be explored through further research.

To begin with, one methodological change which might be considered would

involve moving from archival research to a case study of a prison riot,
like Colvin (1982) was able to do after the 1980 New Mexico prison riot.
Realizing that this approach is considerably more difficult (due to
problems of accessing areas of information), it would nevertheless be an

interesting test of Hall's theory Lo witness first hand through

observation and interview the working relationship between correctional

authorities, nedia and inmates during and after a prison riot.

Several theoretical questions stiIl remain and should be the subject

of future research. First, while HaIl's theory appears to a good

explanation of how various types of crime are reported in newspapers,

the question remains whether it is applicable to other media. Is there

a different set of dynamics operating in the electronic media? Does one

find an even stronger reliance on the primary definers due to

television's and radio's restrictions of time? v¡ith television's

emphasis on visual images, would there be a greater concentration on the

violence done by inmates? Is the degree of information gained from the

inmates even l-ess than in the print medium?

Second, it was noted earlier that mugging rlas reported differently

than prison riots. The present study found discrepancies in the areas

of balanced reporting, lack of context, duration of coverage and the

role of experts. The argument which was presented suggested that the
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differences Iay in a consensus which was constructed as opposed to one

which was in the process of negotiation. The validiry of this argument

needs to be tested. With regard to the aforementioned areas do the

media report social issues such as, abortion, wife abuse, chiLd abuse,

or mosquito fogging differently because a consensus is still being

negotiated? Do irials for crimes which clearl-y challenge the social

order and, therefore, the established consensus (such as mass murders,

treason', terrorism, etc.) get reported in a different manner?

Fina1ly, the question also needs to be asked, does the extent to

which a consensus exists affect the role of the primary definers? Does

this concept change significantly in areas where consensus is weak or

has not been established? Further, what type of dynamics are necessary

for primary definers to lose their positions of pov¡er, thereby allowing

for a change in tire established consensus? these are all questions

which seek to clari fy the role of the media in negotiating and

maintaining consensus, and while Hall has begun the discussion and

provided useful concepts, further investigation is required.
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Àppendix À

Prison Riots and Maior Disturbances in Canadian

Federal Penitentiaries

Year

1932

Penitentiariesl

Institution Date

Manitoba Penitentiaryz April 15
Kingston Pen i tent iary ( K. P. ) October '1 7
St. Vincent de Paul3 November 4

Dorchester January 7

sritish Columbia Penitentiary(B.C.P. )a Sept. 10-13
K.P. May 3

Manitoba Penitentiary Àpril 27

K.P. March 21
Saskatchewan Penitentiarys November 23

K.P. Àugust
Federal Training Centre Àugust

Saskatchewan Penitentiary n/X

St. Vincent de Paul N/A

Collins Bay Àugust
K. P. October

Stony Mountain Àugust

St. Vincent de Paul June

B.C.P. N/À

Dorchest er

Matsqui (womem's unit)
K. P.

Saskatchewan Penitentiary

K. P.
Dorchester
Saskatchewan Penitentiary

Sept. 24, 28

June '14

0ctober 1'1

November 28

Àpril 14-18
May '19

August 22

1 933

1934

1 93s

1 936

1954

1 955

1 956

1 958

1 960

1962

1 963

1966

196'r

197 0

197 1

*
*
*

*

*

*

*
*

*

*

:t

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
*

- vI1. 1 -



1972

1973

197 6

197'7

1978

1979

1 980

1 981

1982

1983

*
*
*

Mi I thaven
Stony Mountain

Saskatchewan Penitentiary
Mi I thaven
Beaver Creek Correctional Camp
Dorchester

Mi llhaven
LavaI
B. C. P.

Laval"
B. C. P.

Mi llhaven
Springhill
Dorchester

Mi llhaven

B. C. P.
Dorchester
ÞnÞ
Kent

Saskatchewan Penitentiary
Ken t
Dorchester

Matsqui
Kent

Collins Bay
Archambault
Laval
Drumheller

Mi llhaven

1X

May 3

JuIy 1 I

March 2

February 26
Àpril 21

May 5

October 5

Sept. 24 - 27
Sept. 25 -

0ct. '1

March 30
November 22

0ctober 27
April 1 0

September 4

August 20

January 7

January 24
Àpril 27
0ctober 29

Àpri1 '14

November 28
June 27

June 2

June 7

May 30
July 25
Àugust 1 3

September 27

December 3

-ñcîãents marked (*) have been termed 'riots', all other incidents are
termed major disturbances which is defined as'incidents which upset the
normal routine of the institution' i.e., hunger strikes, sit-ins, not
hostage takings.
2 Now cal1ed Stony Mountain Penitentiary.
3 Closed in 1972, reopened as taval Institution in 1973,
4 closed in 1981.
5 Àt Prince A1bert.

prepared by: C.J. Gillis
Strategic Planning Committee
Septenrber 26, 1984



Àppendix B

Breakdown of The Àmount of Coverage Each Riot Recieved

Riot t_ of

0ctober 17, 1932 Kingston Penitentiary
November 4, 1932 St. Vincent de Paul
January 7, '1933 Dorchester Penitentiary
September 10 - 13, 1934 British

Columbia Penitentiary (s.C.p. )
Àpril 27, 1935 Stony Mountain Penitentiary
Àugust 13, 1954 Kingston Penitentiary
Àugust 16,'1954 Federal Training Centre
JuIy 13, 1955 Saskatchewan Penitentiary
Àugust 14, '1958 Collins Bay
0ctober 19, 1958 Kingston Penitentiary
Àugust 14, 1960 Stony Mountain Penitentiary
June 18, 1962 St. Vincent de Paul
April 19, 1963 B.C.P.
November 28, 1970 Saskatchewan Penitentairy
Àpril 14 - 18, 1971 Kingston Penitentiary
May '19, 1971 Dorchester Penitentiary
July 18, 1972 Stony Mountain Penitentiary
September 24 - 27, 1976 Laval Penitentiary
September 25 - October 1 , 1976 B.C.P.
0ctober 5, 1976 Millhaven Penitentiary
November 20, 1977 Millhaven Penitentiary
June 2,'1981 Matsqui Penitentiary

Articles

116
31
28

5
23
30
'10

16
12
I

14
30
21
18
53

9
'1

41
103

5
2

26

Perc entaqe

19.3
5.2
4.7

0.8
3.8
5.0
1.7
2.7
2.0
t.J
2,3
5.0
3.4
3.0
8.8
1.5
0.2
6.8

17.1
0.8
0.3
â.?

-mo. oT



Appenilix C

Breakdown of The Extent of Coverage by Each Newspaper

Newspaper
Toronto Globe & Mail
Toronto Star
Montreal Gazette
Montreal Star
Moncton Transcript
ST. John's Telegraph - Journal
Vancouver Sun
Victoria Daily Colonist
Winnipeg Free Press
Winnipeg Tribune
Regina Leader Post
Saskatoon Star-Pheonix

of Articles
101
t¿5
48
64
18
19

108
47
19
19
13
21

Pe rc en tage
16.8
20,5
8.0

10.6
J.U
3,2

17 ,9
'1 .8
3.2
3.2
¿.¿
3.5

lõõ. 0-602



Àppendix D

Breakdown of The Length of Coverage in Terms of Days

# of Days
1

2

3
4
5

6
7

B

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
30
32
33
34
35
36

# of Articles
143
107

54
68
57
34
24
25
24
12

5

I
5

2

1

2

4

2

2

2

2

1

3

1

2

2

2

2

1

T

Perc entaqe
)¿. (\

17.8
9.0

'1'1 .3
9.5
5.6
4.0
4.2
4.0
2,0
0.8
1.3
0.8
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.7
0.3
0.3
u.¿
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.2
0.3
0.3
0"3
0.3
0.2

1õ¡;õ-

- xlt -



Frequency of The Number

Àppenilix E

of Àrticles in a Newspaper on a Given Day

# of Àrticles
1

2
¿

4
5

6

B

9
10
11

12
'13

Frequency
232
138

71

50
34
22
16
14
I
6
6
J

2

Perc entaqe
38. s
))q
11.8
8.3
s.6
3.7
)1
2.3

?

.0
1.0
0.s

602

0.3

100.0

- xr11 -



Àppenilix F

Breakdown of The Number of Articles on a Given Page

Paqe ü Àricles Found on
1

2
¿

4

5

6
7

I
9

10
11

12
IJ
14
15
16
17
tö
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
27
28
29
31

35
38
39
41

49
50
60
63
73
91

93
1 missing case

# of Articles
267

58
79
11

15
5

9
18
I

14
4

6
3

3

3

3

11

4

9
6

14
5

14
4

2

5
I

I

2

1

1

2

2
I

2

2

2
1

1

1

1

Pe rc entaqe
44 .4

9.5
13.'1

'1 .8
2,7
0.8
t.5
3.0
1.3
2.3
0.7
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
1.8
0.7
1.5
1.0
2.3
0.8
2.3
0.7
0.3
0.8
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

-mõ.õ-

-xlv-

602



Àppendix G

Breakdown of The Ranking of Àrticles on Page One

Rank of Àrticles
Not on page one
Lead story on page one
# two story on page one
# three story on page one
# four story on page one
# five or greater

of Àrticles
335

74
37
19
11

126

602

Pe rc en taqe
55.6
t¿.3
6"1
3.¿
1.8

21 .0

100.0

-xv-



Àppendix H

Breakdown of The Sources of

Sources of The Articles
None given
Àuthor /wríter 's name
Canadian press
Special or Special dispatch
Staff correspondent, or Out of town bureau
Writer's name and Wire service
Another paper, or U.P.I. servi.ce
ltriter's name or Staff correspondent, and a

wire service
Writer's name and Staff correspondent
Canadian press and Special

The Articles

# of Articles
189

60
166

50
28
I
7

4

80
10

T

Pe rcenta qe

31 .4
10.0
27.6
8.3
4.7
1.3
t.¿

0,7
IJ.J
1.7

Tom-

-xv1-



Àppendix I

Breakdor+n of The eo of Riot Coverage by Pictures on Page One

% of Paqe One Riot Coveraqe Space
Which is Taken p! Ð. Pictures

0

1-5
5 - 10

11 - 15
16 - 20
21-25
26-30
31 - 35
36 - 40
41 - 45
46-50
51-55
s6-60
61-6s
66 - 70
71 - 75
76-80
81 - 85
86-90
91-95
96 - 100
Missing case

d of Newspapers Percentaqe

174
U

2

2

2

0

0

4

2

1

4
tr

1

5

10
7

3

J

1

0

4
1

75.3
0.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.0
0.0
1.7
0.9
0.4
1.7
2.2
0.4))
t?
3.0
1,4
1.4
0.4

. 0.0
11
l.l

0.4

T TõT
1 The extent to which the total
of the rounding.

equals over 100c" is solely a result

- xvtl -



Àppendix ,i

Breakdown of The % of Total Riot Coverage by Pictures

þ of Total Riot Coveraqe SÞace
Which is Taken U! U. Pictures

0

t-J
6 - 10

11 - 15
16 - 20
21-25
26-30
31-3s
35-40
41-45
46-50
51 - 55
56-60
61-65
66 - 't0

71 - 75
76-80
8'1 - 8s
86-90
91-95
96 - 100

# of Newspapers

T

Pe rc en taqe

61.0
0.9
1.4
0.9
3.0
3.8
1,7
2,6
3.9
3.0
2.6
3.0
2.6
4^¿.¿
3.0
1¿,
1 .''t
0.4
r\ Â.

0.4
0.0

-1oilil

141
2

3

2

7

I
4

6

9

7

6
7

6
q

7
)

4

1

1

1

0

I The extent to which the total
of the rounding.

equals over 100% is soleJ-y a result

- xvltL -



Àppendix K

Breakdown of The Number of Pictures in Individual Papers

The Number of Pictures in an Issue
0

1

2

3

4

5
6

I
9

10
18
23

# of Newspapers
141

33
18
11

11

5

3

1

4

I

1

1

1

......'...:
¿3t

Pe rc entage
61.0
14.3
7.8
4.8
4.8
¿.¿
'1 .3
0.4
1.7
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4

100.0

- x1x -
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B
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n of 
T
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xtent 

of 
E

ach G
rouD

s' O
uotes per R

iot

C
A

T
E

G
O

R
I E

S

À
B

C
D

E
F

G
H

IJ
%

 of 
S

tories 
w

ith 
one or 

m
ore quotes 

from
 each category

932 K
ingston

932 S
t. 

V
incent

933 D
orchester

934 B
.C

.P
.

935 S
tony M

t.
954 K

ingston
954 F

.T
. C

entre
955 P

.À
. S

ask.
958 C

ollins 
B

ay
958 K

ingston
960 S

tony M
t.

962 S
t. 

V
íncent

963 B
.C

.P
.

970 P
.À

. S
ask.

971 K
ingsE

on
971 D

orchester

2.6
3.2
3.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
8.3
0.0
1.1
6.7
4.8
0.0

11.3
11.1
0.0

22.0
8.7
0.0
0.0
7.7

3.4
6.5
0.0
0.0
4.3

20.0
1 0.0
18 .7
0.0
0.0
7.1
3.3

14.3
0.0

.t1.3
0.0
0.0

34.1
18.4
0.0
0.0

1 5.4

972 S
tony M

t.
976 Laval
976 B

.C
.P

.
976 M

illhaven
977 M

illhaven
981 M

atsqui

1 3.8
35.5
28.6
80.0
26.1
53.3
80.0
43.7
41 .7
87.5
64.3
26.7
52 .4
33.7
30.2
22.2

100.0
51 .2
26.2
60.0
0.0

61.5

23.3
25.8
3.5

20.0
4.3

30.0
20.0
37.5
25.0
12.5
0.0

46.7
9.5

22.2
35.8
77.8
0.0

46.3
42.7
60.0
0.0

34.6

4.3
3.2
0.0
0.0
8.7

23.3
20.0
12.5
8.3

12.5
7.1

1 0.0
28.6
0.0

13.2
11.1
0.0

45.3
24.3
20.0
0.0
3.8

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
7.1
0.0
0.0

16.7
9.4
0.0
0.0

22.0
24.3
0,0

100.0
69.2

0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

23.8
0.0

.t8. 9
0.0
0.0

12.6
17 .5
0.0
0.0
0.0

2.6
3.2
3.5
0.0
0.0
6.7
0.0
6.3

16 .7
0.0
7.1
6.7
0.0
5.6

15.1
0.0
0.0
2.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

8.6
3.2
0.0
0.0

26.1
0.0
0.0

25.0
0.0
0.0
7.1

10.0
0.0
5.5
9.4

22.2
0.0
7.3

13.6
0.0
0.0

11.5

14.7
0.0
7.1
0.0

17.4
0.0
0.0

12.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
5.6
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.0
0.0
0.0
3.8

1.7
3.2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

10.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.3
0.0
0.0
3.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.9
0.0
0.0
7.7

2212 0.7
2.6
7.9
0.0
1.7
6.7
0.0
6.3
0.0
0.0
2.9
0.0
9.0
6.7
7.0
1.1
0.0
2.4
5.8
0.0
0.0
5.4
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